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NEXT MEETING
To note that the date of the next meeting of Cabinet will be held on 7
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EXCLUSION OF PRESS AND PUBLIC
To consider passing the following resolution:
“That under Section 100(A)(4) of the Local Government Act 1972, the press
and the public be excluded from the meeting for the following item of
business on the grounds that it involves the likely disclosure of exempt
information as defined in paragraph 3 of Schedule 12A to the Act”.
PART B – ITEM FROM WHICH THE PRESS AND THE PUBLIC ARE
EXCLUDED

14.

ONE PUBLIC ESTATE
Report of the Leader of the Council, William Nunn.
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Agenda Item 1

BRECKLAND COUNCIL
At a Meeting of the
CABINET
Held on Tuesday, 22 November 2016 at 9.30 am in
Norfolk & Dereham Rooms, The Conference Suite, Elizabeth House, Dereham
PRESENT
Mr J.W. Nunn (Chairman)
Mr S H Chapman-Allen (ViceChairman)
Mr S.G. Bambridge
Mr J.P. Cowen

Mr P. M. M. Dimoglou
Mr M. S. Robinson
Mrs L.S. Turner
Mrs A M Webb

Also Present
Councillor M. Chapman-Allen
Mr P.D. Claussen
Mr D M Crawford

Mr J Newton
Mr P S Wilkinson

In Attendance
Anna Graves
Suzanne Jones

-

Robert Leigh
Maxine O'Mahony
Teresa Smith

-

Chief Executive
Interim Executive Director Commercialisation and
s151 Officer
Executive Manager People & Information
Executive Director of Strategy & Governance
Democratic Services Officer
Action By

111/16 MINUTES
The minutes of the meeting held on 11 October 2016 were confirmed as a
correct record and signed by the Chairman.
112/16 APOLOGIES
None.
113/16 URGENT BUSINESS
None.
114/16 DECLARATION OF INTERESTS
None.
115/16 NON-MEMBERS WISHING TO ADDRESS THE MEETING
Councillors Marion Chapman-Allen, Claussen, Crawford, Newton, Wilkinson.
1
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116/16 CHAIRMAN'S ANNOUNCEMENTS (IF ANY)
The Chairman informed Members that Agenda Item 13 – Breckland Bridge
Annual Strategic Site Review would be moved to be held in Public session.
117/16 BRECKLAND COMMUNITY FUNDING APPLICATIONS (STANDING
ITEM)
The Executive Member Place informed Members that over £43,000 had been
given in match funding throughout the community since the last Cabinet
meeting, including £20,000 to Thetford Town Football club and £1000 to
gifted and talented applications.
Councillor Wilkinson thanked the Executive Member for the support in the
recent application within his ward for LED lighting.
Councillor Crawford also passed on his thanks for the support to Thetford
Town Football Club. Councillor Robinson added his appreciation and said it
demonstrated the continued support and showed greater commitment to
Thetford.
The Chairman asked what budget remained in the match funding pot. The
Executive Member Place confirmed that £135k was the remaining budget,
and £114k remained in the DC11 budget. Those who were unsuccessful in
previous round of applications would be approached.
Councillor Marion Chapman-Allen asked if finance from the second homes
bonus contributed to the match funding allocation. The Executive Member
Place said that was the case, but it was on a sliding scale. She added that as
the Community Funding Partnership dealt with funding applications now they
could direct applicants to other funding available.
The Chairman said he had seen funding given many times to projects,
especially tourism within the market towns. He would like to encourage
Towns to consider new routes for tourism and asked Overview & Scrutiny
Commission to look into this. The Executive Member Place agreed with the
suggestion and added that £7,000 was given to ‘Visit Norfolk’ through the
Pride board.
118/16 QUARTER 2 FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE REPORT
The Executive Member Finance presented the report and said the overall
forecast was below the budget spend.
The Chairman asked why the funding variance of £150k was on the report if
the Council would receive that money back.
The Chief Executive said Council would still be in a growth position next year
but it was a balancing process. Further information would be available at a
future Cabinet meeting.
The Chairman asked what the Council were expecting to use consultancy for
when there was an underspend of £60k.
Councillor Claussen asked for further detail on why the income for planning
2
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was lower than anticipated especially when the Planning Committee were
busier than ever.
The Interim Executive Director Commercialisation said she would seek the
answers and report back to Cabinet Members.
The Chief Executive asked that the original budget be added to the table so
Members could see the difference of the significant variance.
Members noted the report.
119/16 COUNCIL TAX DISCOUNTS REVIEW
The Executive Member Finance presented the report. It was highlighted that
Breckland Council currently offered 100% discount for up to 3 months for
empty and unfurnished properties. However, by reducing this discount from 3
months to 1 month would be improving housing opportunities across the
district by increasing the housing supply.
In addition there would be a separate exemption for 6 months for properties
affected by bereavement and this meant Council Tax was not payable whilst
probate or letters of administration were being applied for and once granted
there was a further six month exemption from that date.
The Council would continue to support service personnel who maintained a
second home in the District to increase the amount of discount offered from
10% to 50%.
The Executive Director Commercialisation confirmed that Members had the
ability to review Council tax on an annual basis.
It was confirmed that the discount to service personnel was only available to
those that were currently serving and if the property remained empty it would
be eligible for 50% discount. However if it was rented out the tenant would be
responsible for the full Council Tax payment.
Councillor Sam Chapman-Allen said the Norfolk Covenant Board were very
excited about the offer for service personnel and were impressed that
Breckland Council would be the champion for this.
Options:
1. That the Localised Council Tax Reduction Scheme (LCTRS) is not
changed for 2017-18 and a full review is undertaken for the 2018-19
year; that the discount awarded for empty unfurnished properties is
amended to 100% discount for up to 1 month and accept the one off
contribution of £50,000 from NCC; That the discount awarded to
service personnel for 2nd homes is amended from 10% to 50%.
2. That the Localised Council Tax Reduction Scheme (LCTRS) is not
changed for 2017-18 and a full review is not undertaken for the 201819 year; that the discount awarded for empty unfurnished properties is
amended and we do not therefore accept the one off contribution of
£50,000 from NCC; and the discount awarded to service personnel for
2nd homes is not amended.
3
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3. A combination of 1 and 2.
Reasons:
To provide Members an opportunity to review the Council Tax discounts as
part of the budget setting process.
It was RESOLVED that:
1) That the Localised Council Tax Reduction Scheme (LCTRS) is not
changed for 2017-18 and a full review is undertaken for the 2018-19
year.
2) That the discount awarded for empty unfurnished properties is
amended to 100% discount for up to 1 month and accept the one off
contribution of £50,000 from NCC
3) That the discount awarded to service personnel for 2nd homes is
amended from 10% to 50%.
120/16 BRECKLAND BRIDGE STRATEGIC SITE REVIEW - PLANNING
ACTIVITY
The Executive Member Growth and Commercialisation presented the report
to Members. He said that as the Local Plan had not yet been adopted,
decisions had not been made on sites that had been put forward. Breckland
Bridge as a partnership had been engaged to take forward future sites for
development and raise additional funds.
The Breckland Bridge Strategic Site Review had identified two sites (in
Litcham and Garboldisham) and recommended advancing planning
applications on the two sites, however serious concern had been raised as
the Local Plan had still not been adopted and more comfort was needed
before the funds were released.
Councillor Marion Chapman-Allen read a letter from the Chairman of
Garboldisham Parish Council which raised anger that houses would be built
in Back Street, Garboldisham. The Parish Council had fully co-operated with
the consultation on the Local Plan and had asked that the recommendation
be put on hold until the Local Plan had been adopted.
She went on to ask that the Council would not support Breckland Bridge to go
ahead if the majority of residents in Garboldisham did not want development.
In addition she asked for assurances that the Council would not offer the land
to any other developer and the Council entered negotiation with a resident
who had offered to purchase the land and keep it as open space.
The Chairman had noted Councillor Chapman-Allen’s comments, and
confirmed that no decision would be made until consultation with the Parish
Council and the residents had been completed. However he could not
commit what would happen with the land until the Local Plan had been
completed.
Councillor Claussen felt it would be better for the Council if the Ward Member
was involved in the process from the beginning to be able to assist with
consultations.
The Executive Member Growth and Commercialisation recommended that a
pre-planning consultation was carried out with the community in
4
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Garboldisham, as this would provide evidence in order to make further
decisions.
The Chairman asked that additional wording be added to the
recommendation to allow for consultation with the Ward Councillor. Members
agreed to the amendment.
Options
1) Cabinet recommends to Council to agree the Breckland Bridge
Strategic Site Review recommendation to initiate submission of
planning applications at two sites as described in the report and to do
that:
 Release £120,000 of funding which is subject to Breckland
Bridge undertaking pre-planning community consultation which
results in a positive outcome.
 Provide delegation to the Leader of the Council to the release of
the funding on satisfaction of the outcome of the community
consultation.
2)

Do not agree the Breckland Bridge Strategic Site Review
recommendation to initiate planning applications at two sites as
described in the report and therefore this activity will not occur.

Reason for recommendation
The reasons for this recommendation is as follows:
 This activity will prepare sites for a future potential phase of the
Breckland Bridge partnership (but does not commit the Council
to this) so there is a pipeline of sites with which to continue
development activity and therefore meet the aim of the
Breckland Bridge partnership in getting better value and use and
regeneration of Council owned land / sites.
 If the sites are successful in achieving the planning permission
proposed then there could be an uplift in value created from
their existing use value of c.£114,000 to c.£1.1m.
 The Council has procured professional expertise within the
Breckland Bridge partnership and therefore should obtain the
value for money from that procurement in working with the
partnership to professionally undertake the planning activity as
described.
It was RESOLVED that Cabinet recommends to Council to agree the
Breckland Bridge Strategic Site Review recommendation to initiate
submission of planning applications at two sites as described, and to do that:
 Release £120,000 of funding which is subject to Breckland Bridge
undertaking pre-planning community consultation which results in a
positive outcome.
 Provide delegation to the Chief Executive in consultation with the
Leader of the Council and the relevant Ward Councillor to release the
funding on satisfaction of the positive outcome of the community
consultation.
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121/16 NEXT MEETING
The arrangements for the next meeting held on 3 January 2017 at 9.30am in
the Norfolk Room, Elizabeth House, Dereham were noted.
122/16 EXCLUSION OF PRESS AND PUBLIC
RESOLVED that under Section 100(A) of the Local Government Act 1972 the
press and public be excluded from the meeting for the following items of
business on the grounds that they involve the disclosure of exempt
information as defined in paragraph 3 of Part 1 of Schedule 12A to the Act.
123/16 ICT STRATEGY
The Executive Member for People & Information presented the report.
It was RESOLVED that the report be recommended to full Council.
The meeting closed at 10.40 am

CHAIRMAN

6
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BRECKLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL
Report of:

Lynda Turner, Executive Member for Place

To:

Cabinet, 3 January 2017

Author:

Clive Rayner, Grant Officer, Norfolk Community Foundation

Subject:

Match Funding (large) application – Creative Arts East

Purpose:

To consider the decision to award funding to Creative Arts East

Recommendation:
1) That the Executive Member for Place approves the following grant award:


£20,000 (or 6.5% of the total project costs for the entire three year project,
whichever is the lower amount) to Creative Arts East for the ‘Our Day Out’
project.

1.0

BACKGROUND – Creative Arts East

1.1

Creative Arts East is a Norfolk based registered charity with a mission to improve
community life through the creative use of arts.

1.2

The grant is requested to support the ‘Our Day Out – Music and Movement’ project
which is a programme for rurally isolated elders, with a particular focus on those
living with early stage dementia, long-term illness or who are carers. The project is
aimed at improving wellbeing by reinvigorating beneficiaries’ engagement with high
quality arts and evaluating the impact of regular creative engagement within this
group. The programme provides opportunities for elderly beneficiaries to engage
with creativity through fortnightly music and dance sessions delivered by
professional artists in sessions of 2-3 hours each. The activity programme will
evolve in line with users’ views but is likely to include digital music making, African
drumming, choral work and classic and contemporary dance. The project will work
with a number of high quality local artists alongside nationally and internationally
renowned companies and each year one of these artistic partners will be
commissioned to deliver a residency programme with each of the groups
culminating in a programme-wide celebration event.

1.3

The project builds on a pilot originally run directly by Breckland Council but
subsequently contracted out to Creative Arts East’s management and funded by
Breckland Council during 2015 and 2016. Feedback from users of the pilot
programme is largely positive and the application notes that monitoring of
participants using a recognised mental well-being scale demonstrated that 44% had
maintained or increased their wellbeing as a result of the project. Other results show
that 94% of people felt less isolated as a result of the activities and 67% are more
connected to their immediate community. Further details are contained in appendix
3.

1.4

Swaffham and Thetford were part of the original Breckland Council pilot but at the
point that Creative Arts East took over it was agreed that activities would not
continue in these locations as participant referrals had been consistently low and in
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many cases sessions had no participants and were therefore being cancelled at the
last minute resulting in artist cancellation fees. CAE understands that one significant
barrier was a lack of referral and support partners within the Swaffham and Thetford
areas. This situation was in contrast to clear demand being shown by the increasing
number of referrals and attenders at sessions running in Watton, Dereham and
Attleborough. Focusing on these three areas ensured the best value for money and
the most effective use of staff time and artistic spend.
1.5

Creative Arts East have secured three year funding of £231,110 from Spirit of 2012
to continue the project and the requested grant from Breckland Council will be used
principally to develop work in Thetford as well as supporting the year one costs of
delivering in the existing locations of Dereham, Watton and Attleborough. It is noted
that Swaffham is not included in the programme. In designing the continuation
project CAE consulted again with Breckland Council and the strategic steer was to
focus new activity on Thetford as this had shown more promise than Swaffham
during the early set up period. In addition there was new, relevant infrastructure for
dementia support in the town which could now be maximised, the local CCG had
identified this as an area of particular need and were actively in engaged in
supporting new health and wellbeing provision for Thetford and as a result of CCG
interest there was likely to be more long-term sustainability for an Our Day Out
group in this area.

1.6

In addition to the Spirit of 2012 grant further funding of £2,500 is secured from
Norfolk County Council while Creative Arts East and other project partners will make
in-kind contributions with an estimated value of £6,800. The requested £20,000 from
Breckland Match funding will be used in the first year of the project allowing a larger
percentage of the Spirit of 2012 money to be allocated to years 2 and 3 to ensure
continuation in all four locations over the full three years. As total first year costs are
£68,847, the grant represents 29% of these costs and 6.5% of the overall three year
costs. A full budget plan has been provided which shows total costs of £306,010
over the three years. See appendix 2

1.7

The £20,000 grant will contribute £17,217 towards activity costs, specifically artistic
commissions and freelance artistic costs. plus project evaluation (£2,783). The
evaluation will assess the impact of the work and share the learning widely in order
to help inform the strategic direction of arts for dementia services. The evaluation is
also viewed as important for future sustainability as it will help to demonstrate the
impact of the project to potential funders such as the South Norfolk Clinical
Commissioning Group.

1.8

The project will build on the pilot project in a number of ways meaning that these are
not ineligible ‘business as usual costs’ which are excluded under the match-funding
scheme. A fourth location will be added, the frequency of activities will increase from
monthly to fortnightly and, in response to user feedback, the programme will focus
more specifically on activities related to music and dance which have been
demonstrated to have a powerful effect on dementia.

1.9

The application estimates that around 96 mainly older people will benefit directly
from the project. A further 16 people volunteering with the project will gain benefits
from this role. These volunteers will also be part on the longer term sustainability of
the work.

1.10

Creative Arts East will connect with a range of local organisations including Thetford
and District Dementia Support Group, Adult Social Services, the Police and
Breckland Council to promote the project and recruit participants. Venues for
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activities include the Meeting Point in Dereham and St Mary’s Community Hall in
Attleborough (which is the base for Attleborough Day Centre).
1.11

Although activities will not take place in Swaffham there is provision within the
overall project to assist people from Swaffham to access groups in other locations,
where there is a demand for this. Creative Arts East are also happy to work
alongside Breckland Council to seek new investment to support a group in the
Swaffham area during the lifetime of the project if there is proven demand for this.
However at present a grant from Breckland Council combined with the Spirit of 2012
funding will only be sufficient to support one additional Breckland group and
Thetford has been demonstrated to be the strongest candidate for this.

2)

OPTIONS

2.1
2.2
2.3

Fully fund the funding application set out in the report
Part fund the funding application set out in the report
Do nothing

3)

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION(S)

3.1

The grant application meets the criteria of the scheme.

4)

EXPECTED BENEFITS

4.1

Assist older people to remain independent and improve their health and wellbeing.

5.0

IMPLICATIONS

5.1

Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues

5.1.1

It is of the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.

5.2

Constitution & Legal

5.2.1

It is of the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.

5.3

Contracts

5.3.1

It is of the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.

5.4

Corporate Priorities

5.4.1

The application aligns with the Breckland Council objectives of “work with partners
on supporting older people to remain active, participate and live independently
within the community” and “support groups and organisations to provide a range of
local facilities within their communities which further improve learning opportunities,
community health and community wellbeing.”

5.5

Crime and Disorder

5.5.1

It is of the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.
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5.6

Equality and Diversity / Human Rights

5.6.1

It is of the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.

5.7

Financial

5.7.1

The grant is for £20,000. There are adequate funds in the Match Funding reserves
held by the NCF for 2016/17 to cover this grant expenditure.

5.8

Health & Wellbeing

5.8.1

The project will have positive effects on health and wellbeing for people with
dementia and their carers.

5.9

Risk Management

5.9.1

It is of the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.

5.10

Safeguarding

5.10.1 It is of the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.
5.11

Staffing

5.11.1 It is of the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.
5.12

Stakeholders / Consultation / Timescales

5.12.1 Councillor Lynda Turner has written in support of the project as follows: “as older
people’s champion for Breckland I wholeheartedly support the match funding
application for £20,000. I have witnessed the positive effect the project has had so
far and, as a dementia friend as well as a daughter of a Dad with dementia, know
and understand the vital importance of such projects.”
5.13

Other

5.13.1 Any offer letters made should reflect the conditions applied by the grant panel
members.
6.0

WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED

6.1

Thetford, Watton, Dereham and Attleborough.

7.0

ACRONYMS

7.1

NCF – Norfolk Community Foundation

Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post: Clive Rayner, Grant Officer,
Norfolk Community Foundation
Telephone Number: 01603 623958
Email: cliverayner@norfolkfoundation.com
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Key Decision:

No

Exempt Decision:

No

This report refers to a Discretionary Service
Appendices attached to this report:
Appendix 1 – Application
Appendix 2 – Project budget
Appendix 3 - Report on pilot programme
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Application: OGA062441

Fri Sep 23 13:32:38 GMT 2016

Breckland Community Funding Application
Form
Section 1 - About the organisation applying
Organisation name and address details
Name of the organisation applying
Creative Arts East
Address of your organisation
Street
19 Griffin Court
Town/City
Wymondham
County
Norfolk
Postcode
NR10 3DX
Website
www.creativeartseast.co.uk
Telephone
09153713390
Email address
natalie@creativeartseast.co.uk

Main Contact Person
These are the details that will be used for correspondence purposes.
Title
Ms
Surname
Jode

Forename(s)
Natalie Elizabeth

Position in organisation

16
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Executive Director
Daytime Phone
01953 713396
Home Phone
Mobile Phone
07712672957
Email
natalie@creativeartseast.co.uk
Use organisation's address for correspondence

Organisation Start Date
Please estimate if exact date is not known - please select earliest date if your organisation predates
the options given.
Month
08

Year
1994

What type of organisation are you?
Please select as many as appropriate. For companies, CICs and Social Enterprises, please note your
constitution/ articles should show a clear social purpose, and information about how you distribute
profit to fulfil these aims.
A registered charity

1040321

Company limited by guarantees

2960157

Unincorporated club or association

Community interest company

Other

Purpose of organisation
Please briefly describe the overall aims and objectives of your organisation and the activities or services
your organisation provides

17
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Creative Arts East (CAE) is an arts and community development charity, based in
Norfolk, which focuses on engaging those communities, or their members, who face
geographical, physical or other barriers to participating in the cultural life of their area.
We do this by facilitating and leading high quality, stimulating arts and cultural activities.
Our Vision: Culturally vibrant, connected and motivated rural communities
Our Mission: To improve community life through the creative use of the arts
In achieving this vision we work across Norfolk, Suffolk and the wider eastern region, in
partnership with a range of stakeholders, to deliver an ambitious and high quality service
in response to identified needs, predominantly in rural locations. Our primary activity is
the rural and community touring of live performance and cinema alongside a wide
portfolio of time-limited, funding-specific participatory projects supporting cultural
education, health and wellbeing and volunteer development.

Staffing and volunteers
How many of each of the following are involved in the organisation?
Full time staff / workers
Volunteers (excluding management

4

Part time staff / workers

400

committee)

Management committee
8
Members (excluding management committee)
80

Income of your organisation
Total income in the most recent accounting year
440931
What are your organisation's current unrestricted reserves?
30134

Banking details
Please provide details of the organisation's bank account
Bank account name
Barclays Bank
Bank account number
13882667
Bank sort code
20-99-08
How many signatures are required to authorise payments from the organisation's account?
2
Names of signatories, and their roles in the organisation
Sheila Pym - Finance Manager
Natalie Jode - Executive Director
Elly Wilson - Deputy Director & Project Portfolio Manager
Julie Hewitt - Office Manager
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Second contact
Please provide details for a second contact who is willing to be contacted regarding this application if
the main contact cannot be reached.
Title
Miss
Forename/s
Eleanor
Surname
Wilson
Position in organisation
Deputy Director & Project Portfolio Manager
Daytime phone
01953 713395
Email
elly@creativeartseast.co.uk

Section 2 - About the project
Which Fund are you applying to?
Tell us which Breckland Fund you are applying to (Match Funding Large grant, Match Funding Small
grant or Pride Funding) - please make sure you have read the guidance for the Fund you have chosen.
Match funding large grant

Ownership and permissions
Please complete this section if you are applying for funds to carry out building or ground works,
including repairs and improvements, or installing permanent fixtures such as play equipment.
Does your organisation own the building/ land in question?
Yes
If NO, please tell us who owns the site, and how your organisation has responsibility for it - for example if
you hold a lease please tell us how long is remaining on the agreement
Does your project need any permissions to proceed? For example planning or change of use permissions, a
faculty or similar - if YES please provide details below and send evidence that this is in place along with your
completed application.

Project Details
Project name
Our Day Out - Music and Movement
Project / funding start date
01/12/2016

Project / funding end date
30/11/2017

What area will your project benefit?
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Breckland
Which area (estate, town, village, borough) do most of the people who benefit come from?
Watton, Dereham, Attleborough, Thetford
Please provide a postcode which best represents the geographical area you will benefit.
NR18 0GU
What is the grant required for? Please describe your planned project/ activity.
Our Day Out – Music and Movement is a unique programme for rurally isolated elders,
with a particular focus on those living with dementia. The project is aimed at improving
wellbeing by reinvigorating beneficiaries’ engagement with high quality arts and
evaluating the impact of regular creative engagement within this group.
The programme provides opportunities for elderly beneficiaries to engage with creativity
through participatory fortnightly music and dance sessions delivered by skilled and
professional artists from across the country in sessions of 2-3 hours each.
Resulting from an original pilot scheme in 2015-16 and with newly secured long-term
funding till 2019 from October 2016 we will continue to support 3 Our Day Out groups in
Attleborough, Watton and Dereham. We are applying to Breckland match-funding in
support of a new fourth group within the district and presently we anticipate that this will
be in Thetford. Between October-November 2016 we will pilot a potential group in this
location with a view to delivering regular group activities from December 2016 –
November 2017 should this application be success.
The activity programme will evolve in line with beneficiary evaluation, however activity is
likely to include digital music-making, African drumming, choral work, classic and
contemporary dance. We will work with a number of high quality local artists alongside
nationally and internationally renowned companies including Matthew Bourne’s New
Adventures, Aldeburgh Music and DanceEast. Every year we will commission one of
these artistic partners to deliver a residency programme with each of the groups,
culminating in a programme-wide celebration event. In October 2017 we will work with
Rambert Dance Company.
Breckland match-funding will also support us to commission an academic research
partner to assess the impact of the work and to share the learning widely across the
county, region and country in order to help inform the strategic direction of arts for
dementia services. Resulting from consultation with existing participants, our approach
to evaluation, monitoring and progression mapping will be simple and clear, conducted
via a range of structured 1:1 conversations, formal feedback forms and photographic
documentation, allowing all beneficiaries, whatever their abilities, to recognise and
articulate what they have gained from taking part.
We will build sustainability and development into the programme at every opportunity,
primarily through the creation of a dedicated volunteering programme from April 2017
and a rolling programme of CPD for arts practitioners, in partnership with AgeUK and
Arts4Dementia.
Who will benefit from this project and how?
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Sessions will be tailored for the needs of those with early stage dementia, long-term
illness and/or caring duties for a loved one; those for whom regular cultural engagement,
and indeed a sense of community connection, confidence and wellbeing has diminished
due to decreased access and vulnerability. In order to ensure open access, we will also
invite participation from other rural residents aged 70+ who are experiencing social
isolation and thereby enable opportunities for new friendships and support networks to
grow in a safe, friendly and expert environment.
The newly developed programme will offer approximately 96 opportunities for over 80
older, vulnerable residents to engage across Breckland.
Participants will benefit from a maintained or increased sense of wellbeing, enhanced
self and creative confidence and a growing artistic appreciation. Their direct participation
will enable them to explore new or previous cultural interests and develop their skills as
a result, however more importantly this programme will support a greater connection
between neighbours and strangers, raise the awareness and perception of disability
within older age, and enhance the social wellbeing of beneficiaries to continue to live an
independent and vibrant life in their local community.
CAE has previously conducted consultation on arts engagement for elders in care or
living with dementia in the community across rural Norfolk which demonstrated that
health, transport and confidence are the major barriers to their participation. This new
project is based on a pilot scheme aimed at helping to address these challenges and
during its original pilot period the wellbeing of participants was monitored against
WEBWMS indicating that the wellbeing of 44% of participants had been maintained or
increased as a result.
As a result of our research and consultation in the planning of this programme we can
state that the impact on beneficiaries will include:
- Increased social and personal wellbeing
- Improved social connectedness
- Improved perceptions of disability in and by older people
- Increased skills and confidence
How do you know this project is needed, and that people want it?
According to the Norfolk Observatory, Breckland has one of the highest populations of
older people in the county and the forecast for this is set to grow. The original ODO pilot
was established from Breckland Council’s concern to address the increasing dementia
diagnosis rates and transitions into social services care within their area. Consequently,
the delivery locations for this programme, its referral approach and resulting group
structures, have been chosen based on advice and guidance from Breckland Council,
Age UK and the Admiral Nurses and Norfolk County Council. These partners believe the
ODO project is an innovative scheme which will complement their work by providing
referral routes to those for whom existing services not the right arena and/or who are not
presently accessing any external, social experiences.
During the pilot phase of the programme development we supported over 407 creative
engagements for vulnerable older people, at an average of 27 people per month and 9
participants per group. In developing the new programme we have of course consulted
potential participants on activity preferences, session structure, what a positive and
negative impact would look like for them and how we should approach the monitoring of
this and their feedback has been paramount to the decision-making process. Quotes
from pilot participants include:
“[I am] accepted with having dementia”
“[I am] learning to mix with others in similar circumstances”
“[It] helps to fill your life experiences and takes away worries”
“These sessions are essential to our wellbeing”
Based on our experiences at several dementia-led conferences, including CDAN, we
find that presently there is nothing else like this provision within the community – much
of the arts-led dementia-focused work takes place in care home and acute ward/hospital
settings. Moreover, our intentions link directly into the Norfolk Health and Wellbeing
Strategy, for which the vision is 'everyone in Norfolk living healthy, happier lives for
longer’ and in which ‘making Norfolk a better place for people with dementia and their
carers’ is one of the top 3 priorities. This work will ensure that Breckland continues to be
a leading light in community-based dementia provision.
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If this is a large match funding application (over £5,000) please describe how your project will be financially
and environmentally sustainable and maintained in the future
We have secured long-term funding to maintain this programme for the next three years
and Breckland’s Year 1 investment will enable us to initiate 1 new and maintain 3
existing Breckland-based activity groups in 2017, with a guarantee of continued activity
for participants in 2018 and 2019.
The development of volunteers’ skills and knowledge to sustain this work will enable it to
live long after this period of funding has finished. Moreover, community volunteers will
have increased social and work-based skills to carry them into new life opportunities and
they will become advocates for new community volunteers, supporting this and more
cohorts of isolated and vulnerable older people.
Participants will experience a decrease in feelings of isolation through an opportunity to
build stronger, wider social networks which can act as robust support mechanisms
within their local community. They will have an increased sense of self- and artisticconfidence and this is likely to translate into an interest in and ability to access other
community-based provision and services (arts activities, day centre facilities, other
health and social care services which would enable them to live better for longer within
their communities).
Training in disability confidence and dementia awareness will underpin the sector’s
ability to deliver high quality creative interventions for disabled and non-disabled older
people and ensure that skills are readily available and affordable for smaller-scale
programmes of this kind within the county and region, bolstering the new ‘applied skills’
market for arts in health.
The advanced monitoring and evaluation framework for this programme will support a
greater understanding of arts for health with older people and ensure that learning is
applied to new work undertaken thereafter. It will provide critical evidence to lever
continued support from arts and health stakeholders for future work like this in the
district and county.
We will share the learning of our beneficiaries to celebrate their achievements and
improve the perception of disabled people, we will also make it a priority to disseminate
any learning about the impact of arts on wellbeing, the role of arts organisations and/or
artists in creating community connections and the impact of volunteering on wellbeing
and skills.
Links with local authorities and potential sustained support from Spirit of 2012 post 2019
will support the continuation of the programme, particularly through connections with
and advocacy to the local CCG’s and the Norfolk Health and Wellbeing Board.
What, if any safety issues are related to your project or activity? If your project is working with children,
young people under the age of 18 or vulnerable adult, how will they be kept safe?
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This proposal has grown from our 18 month experience with programming and
supporting monthly Our Day Out sessions. Equal access is at the heart of the provision
and participant safety is paramount.
Recruitment of participants through a detailed registration/referral form will able us to
assess the care and access requirements of every individual engaged on the
programme and we will signpost those with additional needs which are unable to be met
by the Our Day Out sessions to other appropriate agencies and activities.
We will recruit artists with a proven track record in working with older people and those
living with dementia and create a welcoming, friendly environment where people are
sensitive to the needs and challenges of each other and are supported to work together.
Group sizes will be restricted to a maximum of 16 to enable an appropriate
staff:participant ratio and ensure that session leaders are aware of each participant’s
needs and progress. Activities will be suitable for all and flexible enough for people to
undertake only that with which they are comfortable.
Artist, volunteer and manager training in disability confidence and dementia awareness
will be provided as standard, alongside arts and dementia specific training opportunities.

Creative Arts East will operate Our Day Out against a comprehensive, long-standing
and regularly reviewed safeguarding policy and procedure. Our delivery team have
enhanced DBS disclosures, sessions are risk assessed in advance and every session
will have a designated safeguarding officer in attendance.

Alignment with Breckland Council Objectives
Please explain how the project contributes towards the Council objectives you have identified
Work with partners on supporting older people to remain active, participate and live
independently within the community.
Our Day Out will encourage the social inclusion of rurally isolated, older disabled people
through regular, high quality and integrated fortnightly sessions. The programme will
promote greater understanding, and meet the needs, of older people with disabilities
through tailored programming, shared learning, social opportunities and celebratory
events which in turn will build confidence in all the beneficiaries. Disabled and
non-disabled older people will create and socialise together, sharing knowledge,
learning and life experiences.
“Dad and I have found the sessions a great help good fun and something to look
forward to. Thank you.” Peter.
Peggy has “been given a new life” and feels “less irritable” when she is out of the house.
We will work in partnership with agencies such as Norfolk Carers' Agency, Community
Action Norfolk, Norfolk and Suffolk Dementia Alliance and others to promote the offer
and learn from their experience of working with this cohort.
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Work with current and new partners to deliver council services which improve the
opportunities for vulnerable residents and families with complex needs
The programme will promote community development and encourage engagement by
vulnerable older people in their communities by empowering them to become
participants in, volunteers for and audience members of culture and creativity. New
social connections will be made for some of the most isolated residents which will
benefit them inside and outside of the sessions, and perceptions of disability in older
age will be changed by bringing together disabled and non-disabled older people and by
celebrating the creative journeys that all these participants will take.
“Helps to fill your life experiences and takes away worries (if only for a few hours)” anon
‘Brilliant, felt so much better’ after the session. Pat
In recruiting for and delivering the Our Day Out groups, particularly in the proposed new
location, we will connect with Thetford and District Dementia Support Group (TADDS)
and the newly formed Early Help Hubs in Thetford and Dereham, whose partners
include Children's Services, Adult Social Services, Police and Breckland Council,
providing them with a new a referral route for the older more vulnerable residents they
engage with.

Project Budget
How much money are you applying for?
20000
What is the total cost of the project?
68847
Have you already secured other funding for this project?
Yes
If YES, how much has been raised so far?
48874
Please provide details of this other funding and/or details of applications to other grant schemes yet to be
confirmed
Spirit of 2012 - £39574, secured
Norfolk County Council - £2500, secured
CAE and project partners - £6800, in-kind

Staff Costs - people who will be paid to help deliver your project
Requested amount
0
Total cost
18666

Breakdown
Project Manager - 10,800
Project Assistant - 4,800
Communications Assistant - 200
Travel expenses - 2,333
Management time (in kind) - 533

Volunteer Costs
For example, volunteer expenses and training
Requested amount
0

Breakdown
Volunteer costs - 200
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Total cost
200

Operational/activity costs
For example, hiring a venue or providing transport for participants
Requested amount
17217
Total cost
37480

Breakdown
CPD - 1,333
Artistic commissions costs - 16,667
Freelance artistic costs - 14,400
Venue hire - 4,000
Refreshments - 480
Documentation - 600

Office, overhead, premises costs
For example, paying for utilities or a contribution to administration / management support
Requested amount
0
Total cost
6800

Breakdown
Contribution to overheads - 6,800 (in-kind)

Capital costs
Things you will buy, for example materials or equipment, or cost of building works - please note
quotes/ estimates should be provided
Requested amount
0
Total cost
0

Breakdown
n/a

Publicity costs
Costs of promoting your project, for example printing leaflets or posters
Requested amount
0
Total cost
1033

Breakdown
Session recruitment - 333
Volunteer recruitment - 167
Project advocacy - 533 (333 of which is in-kind)
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Other costs
Please specify any costs that have not been included under any of the headings above
Requested amount
2783
Total cost
4668

Breakdown
Project evaluation - 3,334
Delivery staff clinical supervision - 67
Steering committee venue and time (in-kind) - 1,267

Section 3 - Impact: How your project will make a difference
Select a category from the drop down list below that best describes the impact that your project will have (the
difference it will make).
Advance people's physical and mental health, wellbeing and safety
Select the primary outcome for your project or activity - you may choose up to 3 if you wish using the boxes below
Improve health (physical / mental / emotional)

Beneficiaries
How many people will benefit from this funding?
112
Please tell us how you have estimated this figure - for example, it may be based on bookings, memberships,
audiences or visitors to date
Approximately 24 people engaged for one or more session across 4 regular groups in
Breckland = 96.
Approx. 16 volunteers recruited.
Primary Beneficiary - Select a single option to represent the primary beneficiary group for this grant
Older people
Please list any other beneficiary groups who will benefit from your grant
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Black, Asian and minority ethnic

Carers

Children and young people

Ex-offenders/offenders/At risk of offending

Families/Parents/Lone parents

Homeless people

Lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgendered groups

Local residents

Long-term unemployed

Men

Not in education, employment and training (NEET 16-24) People in care or suffering serious illness
People living in poverty

People with alcohol/drug addictions

People with learning difficulties

People with low skill levels

People with mental health issues

People with multiple disabilities

People with physical difficulties

Refugees/asylum seekers /immigrants

Victims of crime/violence/abuse

Women

Ethnicity
Primary ethnic group - select a single option to represent the primary ethnic group for this grant
White British
Please list any other ethnic groups who will benefit from your grant:
African

All ethnicities

Any other

Asian and Asian British

Asian and White

Bangladeshi

Black African and White

Black Caribbean and White

Black and Black British

Caribbean

Chinese

Chinese or other group

Indian

Mixed

Other Asian

Other Black

Other Mixed Ethnicity

Other White

Pakistani

White

White East European

White Gypsies and Travellers

White Irish

Issues
Primary issue - select a single option to represent the primary issue that will be addressed by this grant
Health, wellbeing and serious illness
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Please list any other issues that will be addressed by this grant
Anti-social behaviour

Arts, culture and heritage

Bullying

Caring responsibilities

Counselling/Advice/Mentoring

Crime and safety

Disability and access issues

Domestic violence

Economy

Education, learning and training

Emergency/Rescue services

Employment and labour

Environment and improving surroundings

Financial exclusion and financial illiteracy

Gangs

Harmful practice

Homelessness

Housing

IT / Technology

Language, culture and racial integration

Mental health

Offending/At risk of offending

Poverty and disadvantage

Refugees/Asylum/Immigration

Religion

Renewable energies and recycling

Rural issues

Sexual abuse

Social inclusion and fairness

Sport and recreation

Stigma/Discrimination

Stronger communities/Community support and development

Substance abuse and addiction

Supporting family life

Violence and Exploitation

Age Groups
Please indicate the primary age group that will benefit from this grant
Seniors (65+)
Please list any other applicable age groups for your grant.
Adults (26-65)

All ages

Children (5-12)

Early years (0-4)

Young adults (19-25)

Young people (13-18)

Section 4 - Supporting information and Declaration
Supporting Documents
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To complete your application, you are required to submit supporting information that provides evidence of
how your organisation is set up, and details of your project.
Along with your online application we also require you to submit copies of the following:
A copy of your constitution of governing document
A copy of your most recent annual accounts (or current financial statement if your organisation has been
operating for less than 1 year)
A copy of a recent bank statement
Evidence that you have consulted with the community
Evidence of match funding
A copy of relevant safeguarding policies if your project involves work with children or vulnerable adults
Copies of quotes, estimates or other evidence of costs if applying for funds to pay for equipment, building
works, services or similar (preferably three for each service/product)
For projects involving building works or installations of e.g. of sports/play equipment - evidence that planning
permission/ other relevant permissions are in place or that they are not required
A location map (for projects involving building works or installations of e.g. of sports/play equipment
A business plan (for projects with a total cost of over £50,000)
A copy of your equal opportunities policy/statement
If you have electronic copies available, these documents can be uploaded by following the 'Add Document'
link below which will guide you to the Attachments upload function at the end of this form. Please then
upload the documents as prompted.
If you prefer to send some or all of these documents separately by post or email, please check the box below,
and ensure that all the information required is submitted to Norfolk Community Foundation clearly stating the
name of the organisation and the Fund you are applying for.
If you do not have all of the documents listed above, or are able to provide a link to view some of your
evidence online, please provide details in the box below.
If you have provided documents such as the constitution and policies to Norfolk Community Foundation with
previous applications and no changes have been made, there is no need to provide further copies - where
this is the case please also note in the box below. Please note this only applies to documents that are not
updated regularly.
If you have any questions about the supporting information required, please contact the Grants Team on
01603 623958 or email grants@norfolkfoundation.com
Documents to follow in post to Norfolk Community Foundation, St James Mill, Whitefriars, Norwich NR3 1TN or by
email to grants@norfolkfoundation.com
Yes
Add document
You can use this space to provide links to items you wish to purchase with your grant, or to enable us to
view documents online. Also tell us if you believe we hold current copies of your organisation's constitution
and policies.
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NCF already holds copies of our:
Memorandum and Articles
Safeguarding policy and procedure
Equal opportunities policy
Attachments include:
Most recent audited annual accounts 2014-15
Recent bank statement
Evidence of consultation - Our Day Out Consultation Report
Evidence of match funding
Programme 3-year project plan
Breakdown of budget
Emailed supporting evidence includes:
Our Day Our Pilot Report for Breckland Council

Declaration
Please enter your name and position below to confirm that you accept the following conditions:
1. I am authorised to make the application on behalf of the above organisation.
2. I certify that the information in this application is correct.
3. If the information in the application changes in any way I will inform Norfolk Community Foundation
immediately.
4. I give permission for Norfolk Community Foundation to record the information in this form electronically and
to contact my organisation by phone, mail or email with information about its activities and about funding
opportunities.
5. I agree to participate in monitoring, auditing and evaluation related to these funds - you can find out more
about how Norfolk Community Foundation monitors grants at
www.norfolkfoundation.com/apply/funding-for-non-profits/monitoring/
Norfolk Community Foundation would like to follow up on successful applicants and potentially feature them in our
publicity. Please tick this box to confirm that, if your application is successful, you are willing to take part in publicity
activities.
Yes
Declaration - Please enter your name
Natalie Jode
Position in organisation
Executive Director
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‘Our Day Out’ Report on pilot activities for Breckland Council
March 2015 – July 2016
Project designed and funded by Breckland District Council. Programmed and project managed by Creative Arts East.
Report date: 28 July 2016
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Overview:
A unique initiative providing monthly multi-artform arts and cultural sessions for people living with early stage dementia
and their carers.
Sessions are presently running in Watton, Dereham and Attleborough and staffed by at least one creative practitioner
and at least two Creative Arts East team members. Creative Arts East delivery team members have undertaken
Dementia Awareness and Safeguarding training and wherever possible we seek to contract practitioners who have
experience of delivering to this particular client group.

Outline of sessions:


















May 2015 – Norfolk Library and Information Service Reminiscence session
June 2015 – Live music and film screening by Blast from the Past and Patricia Hammond
July 2015 – Gressenhall Museum visit
August 2015 – Poetry Workshop by Henry Raby and Molly Naylor
September 2015 – African Drumming by Anna Mudeka and Les Chappell
October 2015 – Archive Afternoons film screening and land army girls performance by Julie Hewitt
November 2015 – Printmaking Workshop by Curwen Print Study Centre
December – Christmas Crafts by CAE staff
January 2016 – Sleeping Beauty by Matthew Bourne, Recorded Live Screenings
February 2016 – Digital Music Making by Laboratory Media
March 2016 – Mosaic Making by Maggie Campbell
April 2016 – Classical Music Performance & Workshop by Caroline Clarke and Musicmakers
May 2016 – Pottery Workshop by Tel Turnbull
June 2016 – Bridewell Museum visit
July 2016 – Painting Workshop by Art At Work and Kirsty O’Leary
August 2016 – Dance workshop by Green Candle Dance Company
September 2016 – Holkham Hall and Wells seafront trip

Recruitment: (Please see attached some examples of marketing collateral for some of the previous sessions).
Leaflets detailing the next session are distributed at every session and posted to existing participants’ home address,
with follow up courtesy calls a week in advance. New recruitment is undertaken through referrals from stakeholders
such as Age UK and Admiral Nurses and via Creative Arts East social media feed, although this is much slower than
we would like.

Number of participants: To date 75 participants have attended 1 or more sessions.
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Overall session numbers have steadied over time, indicating a more frequent attendance by a certain number of
people and this is a positive outcome as we know that regular participation is the key to sustained or improved
wellbeing.
Overall there have been 407 creative engagements to date, at an average of 27 people per month and 9 participants
per group.

Impact of sessions to date:
Across the project timeframe we have collected quantitative and qualitative evidence of impact on participants, both
cared for and carer. We have also consulted people on what they identify as being positive and negative outcomes
and how they would like us to measure these things.

Quantitative results
During the Arts and Wellbeing Programme phase of this project (May – September 2015) we evaluated 9 willing
participants against the Warwick Edinburgh Mental Wellbeing Scale (WEMWBS).
33.3% increased wellbeing
11.1% stayed the same
55.5% decreased wellbeing
Overall 44.4% of participants maintained or increased their wellbeing as a result of these sessions. The level of
decrease is to be expected when assessing the impact on people living with dementia and we are surprised to see
such a high percentage of positive outcomes at all. It may be that the green figures can be mostly attributed to carers
and the red to cared for, however this is speculation and further evaluation would need to be undertaken to
understand these results better.
Average Increase = 6
Average Decrease = -6.6
Average change in wellbeing = -1.6
Furthermore, as well as the WEBWMS assessment, we evaluated 18 participants against other criteria specific to the
outcomes of the Arts and Wellbeing programme overall and related to the impact of the work on their interest in and
value of arts and cultural activities more generally. We found that:
100% of respondents are likely to seek out other arts and cultural experiences, 44% are more likely as a result of this
experience.
When asked ‘what do you value most about these sessions?’







100% said the people
71% said dementia friendly
59% said fun
59% said new experiences
41% said free to attend
24% said other and cited: “Being able to get air”, “Underlying support”, “Relaxing”, “The Staff”

94% said this had a new experience for them.
When asked ‘how do the sessions make you feel?’







78% said happy
50% said connected
39% said confident
33% said inspired
28% said educated
28% said other and cited: “Socialising”, “More confident”

94% said this activity supported them to feel less isolated or maintain their connectedness. 6% (1 person) wasn’t sure.
100% of participants enjoyed ‘our day out’ sessions. 61% more than they had expected.
66.7% are more connected to their immediate community than before these sessions. 7% are less and 27% have
stayed the same.
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“Accepted with having dementia”, “Learning to mix with others in similar circumstances.”
100% of participants feel confident to take part in new experiences, 78% more than before these sessions.
94.1% of participants are more informed than before about how to access positive activities including arts and cultural
opportunities
94.4% have communicated with new or more people as a result of this activity. 6% (1 person) has not.
22% of respondents stated “lack of confidence” and “becoming more difficult to get out” as things preventing
them from being able to take part in these kinds of activities. 67% said nothing and 11% weren’t sure.
43% said the Our Day Out programme helped overcome some of these barriers to taking part, citing factors: “mixing
with others”, “dementia friendly.” 7% (1 person) said no. 50% weren’t sure.
When asked when they last took part in arts or cultural activities outside of this programme:
 39% said last month
 33% said many years ago
 22% said never
 6% said last year
 0% said last week
77% said they would like to do more of this particular kind of arts or cultural activity as a result of this experience.
69% said Our Day Out had helped or maintained their interest to do this. 25% weren’t sure.
77.8% said they think it is important for people to have access to arts and cultural activities. 17% said they weren’t
sure and 6% (1 person) said no. When asked why:
“Mixing with other like minded people”, “Keep the brain active”, “Broadens the mind”, “To help learn to mix
with others”, “Good experience doing different things”
When asked how much they would expect to pay for this activity/experience if it wasn’t funded by Breckland Council:






41% said £10-14
24% said £5-9
18% said £15-19
12% said over £20
6% said £1-4

44% of the participants would participate in these sessions if they had to pay for them. 11% would not and 44%
weren’t sure.
94% of participants think it is important to have programmes like Our Day Out, because:
“The company of others”, “Helps to fill your life experiences and takes away worries (if only for a few
hours)”, “To socialise”
94% were not aware of any similar activities like this (creative & cultural) that they or their partner could get involved
with. 6% (1 person) was and cited ‘bowling’.

Qualitative evaluation of impact
As well as quantitative data we also collected qualitative information via 1:1 conversations, written feedback forms,
letters to the team, images and staff journals.
A selection of images are attached with this report.
Participant quotes include:
Margaret: “My husband really enjoys his 'Our Day Out' and talks about it at home. Thank you all very
much for what you organise for us, it is very much appreciated.”
Mike: “You should make a suitable entrance fee.” Notes: Julia mentioned at the session that they have
been to a dementia session previously but never returned but she has a “real good giggle” at the ODO
sessions and enjoys being part of the group.
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Dave: “The staff are terrific”
Peter: Brilliant. Dad and I have found the sessions a great help good fun and something to look
forward to. Thank you.”
Elizabeth: ‘I enjoy everything’
Ann: ‘enables me to get out and mix’
Mike: ‘These sessions are essential to our wellbeing’
Peggy: “been given a new life” and feels “less irritable” when she is out of the house.
Ron: ‘would just like to say that along with [the dementia cafe] these afternoons are wonderful’ and he
didn’t think he would enjoy the classical music performance but he loved it!
Vic and Eileen: (ODO March) Very pleased that their mosaics were posted to them and Vic was
‘delighted’ to see them.
Sarah (carer): "I feel the activities are really good for me too"
Pat (first time attending): ‘Brilliant, felt so much better’ after the session and ‘thoroughly enjoyed it’
‘lovely afternoon’ ‘welcoming’
Peggy really enjoyed herself- engaged with the music emotionally and with closed eyes. ‘beautiful’ and
could really ‘feel’ the music.
Examples of participants’ letter that we have received are attached separately.
Staff journals entries; Lea & Sophie
As a result of evaluation training via the Norfolk Arts and Wellbeing Programme over the last six months some of our
CAE delivery staff have been keeping participant/session observation journals. This process supports us to
quantify/assess the key themes that occur as a result of the sessions and when themes are recurring over a period of
time these can be utilised as evidence of impact.
The full journal logs are given in Appendix 1 but the key themes arising from these entries include:
-

Participant enjoyment / fun / laughter
Participant concentration / attention / involvement
Relaxed atmosphere
A sense of thanks and gratitude from participants
Participants sharing of personal histories and/or knowledge / reminiscence
Increased conversation / connection between carer and cared for
New friendships / socialising
Self-confidence
Self-expression both creatively and orally

Recommendations and next steps
To build this programme we should look to:
-

secure long-term investment
extend services over a wider catchment to benefit from economies of scale
consider possibilities for participant payment
build stronger referral pathways/partnerships
establish a more sustainable and less cost-heavy management plan
increase the marketing capacity
establish potential longer-term and dementia specific evaluation methods

Possible sources of investment include:
-

Spirit of 2012 Challenge Fund*
Baring Foundation*
CCG / Local Authority investment
Paul Hamlyn Foundation
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-

Monument Trust
Ageing Creatively – Arts Council Fund*

CAE are presently investigating those funds with an *. We have an application for £230k over 3 years in with the Spirit
of 2012 and the outcome of this is due in early August. To realise this application we consulted our existing participant
cohort on the future of the scheme and have the following results:
How would you notice if the sessions were having a positive impact on your lives?
-

25/26 would keep coming = 13 carers and 10 cared for

-

22/26 would talk more to others = 12 carers and 8 cared for

-

22/26 would have something to talk about with my friends and family = 12 carers and 9 cared for

-

18/26 would smile = 9 carers and 9 cared for

-

18/26 would like to get up in the morning = 10 carers and 8 cared for

-

15/26 would sleep well = 9 carers and 6 cared for

-

14/26 would do other things outside of this = 8 carers and 5 cared for

How would you notice if the sessions were having a negative impact on your lives?
-

15/26 would stop attending the sessions = 8 carers and 7 cared for

-

10/26 wouldn’t look forward to coming = 6 carers and 4 cared for

-

9/26 wouldn’t attend as many as before = 6 carers and 3 cared for

-

9/26 would engage less in the activities = 5 carers and 4 cared for

-

8/26 would engage in fewer activities outside of this = 5 carers and 3 cared for

-

4/26 wouldn’t talk to the rest of the group = 2 carers and 2 cared for

-

3/26 might frown =1 carers and 2 cared for

How should we find out about the impact that the sessions are having on you?
-

17/26 Monthly questionnaires = 8 carers and 8 cared for

-

14/26 One to one conversation = 7 carers and 6 cared for

-

7/26 Phone call = 4 carers and 2 cared for

-

4/26 Email = 4 carers
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Annex 1
April – Classical Music Performance
Watton: Doreen and Dennis’s Birthday! Doreen enjoyed herself and was very vocal. Dennis had his feet up and was
walking and moving about with much more ease compared to before. Keith had the chance to play percussion. Tea
and cake break was very sociable and relaxed. Enjoyed singing along to familiar songs.
Attleborough: More relaxed than Watton and they felt more involved as they were sat in circle. Tea and cake break
quiet conversations but everyone seemed relaxed. Enjoyed singing along to familiar songs.
May – Pottery Workshop
Dereham: Our smallest group – 3 couples were there. Evelyn isn’t normally engaged in the activities but she was
pleased with what she made at the beginning of the session. She was less pessimistic. Ron and Peggy were very
quiet but because they were concentrating on making their pots! Ron has had previous experience (his pot was very
symmetrical) and Peggy enjoyed it and wants to use her pot for some flowers. Sarah and Jane also got stuck in and
made 2 pots each. Tel was very helpful and also gave an interesting background to Medieval Pottery to which Evelyn
and Ron asked more questions.
Watton: 9 people attended. All were happily engaged in the pottery apart from Keith who looked at what Brenda was
up to. Doreen couldn’t take part because of her rheumatoid but came anyway for some company. Sophie made her a
pot under her instruction! Pat and Brian came along with their daughter Sarah and had a good laugh and made some
lovely pots. Claire from Lyndham Court came with Betty, Dot and a new woman called Robbie. Dot as always was
very repetitive but had a smile on her face and happily took her pot home. Robbie used to be a pottery lecturer and
Betty won prizes making poetry and it was really nice to see them take part and make their pots after a long time.
Robbie didn’t keep hers but Betty did. Tel and Robbie were in conversation about a renowned pottery teacher that
they both knew. Betty said ‘thank you for having me’ and she had a ‘great afternoon.’
Attleborough: The afternoon session was very chilled. New couple Pauline and Barry were very quiet at their first
session but got stuck in and wished they knew about these sessions sooner. Peter and Freda made loads of pots –
Peter was especially good at the pottery and Freda smiley as always. She and Kathleen had a giggle over making the
pottery. Kathleen said that she “really enjoyed it.”
Carol made a lovely decorated pot and Keith joined in too. June had a chat with Carol through most of the session.
Joan and David were engaged in their pots too. We had cake for Peter and Freda’s Diamond year anniversary, as well
as other little cakes and things and it went down nicely.
June – Outing to the Bridewell Museum in Norwich
Dereham: Peggy thought it was ‘wonderful’ and lovely to hear the ‘creaking of the floor boards’ of an old building.
Peggy used to work in Jones shoe shop so was proudly telling me about all the leather shoes and textures of them
and the experiences she had working there. She was jolly as always and seemed very inquisitive overall. Ron found a
branded ‘Green’s’ baking product which was where Peggy’s mother used to work. Ron told me all about the
switchboard and how to use it, as he used to fix many in his day. He enjoyed seeing familiar things such as past
children’s board games.
Dave remembered many things around the museum too like the Queen’s Coronation book. He said it was ‘a really
nice day’ and that it’s ‘good to get out.’ Sandy was very inquisitive and looked at some of the exhibits by herself. She
was smiling and had a quiet laugh during the chocolate session. Brian knew a lot about the woodwork and barrel
making – very knowledgeable and saw many familiar things. He enjoyed sharing his knowledge on some of the
machinery. Pat had been to the Bridewell Museum before and exclaimed ‘she never thought she would be back’ and
was ‘happy’ to return. Pat had many positive things to say about the Our Day Out experience she had saying that she
used to shut herself up but when she came to the first session (classical music performance) it made her feel part of
the world again and she enjoys talking to likeminded people.
Watton: We had 3 couples also attend the Bridewell Museum in June. Shirley had a ‘lovely day out’ with her husband
John. John was very interested in the exhibits and enjoyed talking about the prisons in Britain and looking at familiar
items that his family once had. Mike and Julia were as always very giggly and engaged in the conversations
particularly during the chocolate talk. Julia loved the Museum: ‘Nice to see so many old things all together’ She
recognised a couple of the shoes in the shoe room. Mike wrote on his consultation form: ‘These sessions are essential
to our Health and Wellbeing’ and he too enjoyed the outing and even donated £20 to the Museum. Pete and Tilly and
their Granddaughter came along and it was their first ODO session. Tilly was very passive when I first met her at the
Dementia Cafe, but I felt like she was more responsive and smiled at the exhibits at the Museum and during the
chocolate talk. Pete was quite inquisitive and had some time to look around by himself too. He thought the visit was
‘superbly interesting.’
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Attleborough: 8 people attended on Friday. Peter had some time by himself to look at the Museums machinery and
liked the Speedway exhibit while I was with Freda and one of the Staff who told us a bit more about the Museums
objects. Freda and all the women who attended enjoyed looking at the shoe room! Kathleen enjoyed looking around
the museum with Elizabeth. Kathleen’s late husband used to be in the shoe manufacturing business for 50 years so
was quite familiar with the tools and materials. Elizabeth came with her husband and it was the first time meeting him.
She has recently been a bit stressed looking after John but it was really nice to see her smiling and relaxed during the
tea and cake break and throughout the day. Carole had a great day with Keith, watching TV together though the old
70’s set. John spent time with Keith so that Carole could have some time to herself and Peter (Elizabeth’s husband)
was also keen to be around John too. He was very knowledgeable with some of the exhibits.
July – Painting Workshop
Dereham: 3 couples attended the session and all equally got stuck in with making their own creative pieces. In the
first half they all had a go at mark making by applying acrylic paint with feathers, toy cars, branches and lots more. All
couples really let go and enjoyed just experimenting with all the different objects without being too precise. For the
second half of the session they had a go at filling in a page with shapes and painting them various colours of their
choice. Brian was quite in tune with mixing colours and had previous painting experience before so was happy to
engage and Pat also enjoyed messing about with abstract patterns. Ron made a lovely geometric piece and took his
time to paint the shapes carefully. Peggy was building a vibrant piece with dragons. I helped her mix the colours that
she wanted and she put a lot of thought into it. Her abstract piece was different to the others with circular shapes but
was really lovely and she finished painting it. She didn’t so much confidence with picking colours but with some
reassurance she was happy to take part and appreciated the help. Dave got stuck in with his own piece as Sandy
didn’t need much assistance creating her pieces. Sandy created loads of colourful pieces and really engaged in using
all the tools- you can tell she is a very creative person.
Watton: Shirley and John attended together and Denise came by herself. John didn’t think he would like this month’s
activity but said he ‘really did enjoy it’ Both Shirley and John made similar final pieces and carefully painted the
shapes with bright colours. Denise does a lot of colouring and you could tell from the colour choices she made. She
experimented with loads of tools. It was a small session but it was really quiet as everyone was involved in their own
work and they were all very happy and relaxed.
Attleborough: We had a nice set up again with everyone in a circle and with a different artist. They also tried mark
making with ferns and cars etc. They all had a chance making their own pieces, trying different colours. Tony used to
be a very good still life artist and you could see it through the precision in his work using smaller stippling marks. Anne
was happy with what he achieved and really wants to get him back into painting again. New couple Muriel and her
niece worked together but Muriel didn’t participate so much and was happy to watch. I think the carers got a lot more
out of the session, having time away from home such as Carole who made loads of different pieces and Kathleen who
came by herself was really happy with her final outcome. The Attleborough session wasn’t as stimulating as the other
two and the energy started to go towards the end. (Peter and Freda and a couple others didn’t want to do another
piece) But they were all happy just in each other’s company, socialising with others and enjoyed watching what other
people were doing.
Staff journals entries; Sophie
Dereham
General Comments
The Dereham group have taken a while to mingle and tend to dip in and out of attending. They have only recently
started to form friendships with one another, which I think is due to the fact their attendance fluctuates. A few
members comment on that fact they would like more people to attend the group so they have more atmosphere.
Library Session
The library session was fairly well attended but wasn’t as engaging for the group as we would have liked. The group
seemed interested in reminiscing but it would have been nice to add another element to the event, such as music or a
small piece of theatre for example. A few couples who attended this session haven’t been to any our other sessions
due to illness.
Live Music & Film Screening
The leisure centre wasn’t a good venue for the film side of the event, due to the bright sunlight which we couldn’t block
out of the room. However the live music went down very well with the group, who all joined in with singing the old
songs of the war. This also got them talking about their own experiences and memories of the war.
Gressenhall Visit
Generally the weather made a huge difference as it was sunny and everyone enjoyed interacting with the animals,
going on a tractor ride and hearing about the history of the farm and workhouse.
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Peggy mentioned that the sessions were really important to her and Ron, as they are similar to event they would have
attended when they were younger and reminds them of their youth. Peggy also mentioned that it is not only beneficial
for her, as the person with dementia, but it has also had a great impact on her husband’s wellbeing. Ron has really
come out of his shell since attending the events as he and Peggy are very interested in the arts and the involvement
they have with the sessions has raised their spirits.
Poetry Session
Only one couple were able to attend this session and after speaking with them, we ended up cancelling the event as
they weren’t happy for the session to run with such low numbers. It was a shame as the couple were very interested in
poetry and we asked if they would like to attend any of the other sessions in Watton or Attleborough but they weren’t
comfortable venturing out further than Dereham due to mobility issues.
Drumming Workshop
The drumming workshop was the first session where the group really started to bond with one another. They enjoyed
the playfulness of the workshop and having a laugh whilst taking part in something they hadn’t tried before. We gave
each couple a CD of the workshop leader’s music and hope this would give them a reminder of the session and
something to refer back to.
Watton
General Comments
We have two couples who attend the Watton sessions regularly. They are quite cheeky, fun characters that have
formed friendships since meeting one another at the sessions and now meet outside the sessions to socialise. The
couples are even moving house just around the corner from one another!
Library Session
The library session was again well attended but the session lacked in substance, as there wasn’t a high quality of
materials to share around with the group. It would have benefited from some further entertainment or creative hands
on activity to get the group involved. Again similar to Dereham, a few people who attended this session haven’t been
back, which I think demonstrates how one bad session can effect who comes along. We also discovered that Friday’s
weren’t a good day for a lot of the couple so we went on to change this to a Thursday.
Live Music & Film Screening
This session was again fairly well attended and was a good stepping stone from the library session to enable us to
show to those who had attended the library session, the diversity and range of activities we will be putting on. They
were interested in the history of the archive film and also enjoyed signing along to the music. This session showed the
start of the friendship between the two couples who regularly attend.
Gressenhall Visit
The group were able to bond through walking around the site and discussing parts of their history. They all found it
entertaining that Elly and I, as a younger generation, didn’t know what a lot of the tools etc were so they enjoyed
telling us about the way things were when they were young.
They also enjoyed the diversity of the session, having a horse and cart ride, tractor ride, chance to see some of the
animals, as well as a wander round the house and the garden. It gave them a lot to talk about with each other.
Poetry Session
Only two couples attended the session but it worked really well and Dennis mentioned he enjoyed the intimacy of the
session. The group enjoyed responding to the poems they heard and forming further conversations about the themes
including teenagers years and pets.
Brenda and Keith brought along a few personal items which they would like to contribute to a memory box, something
we have now started up and hope to add to this over the course of the project. This is something which could be nice
to look back on as a reminder of the events and experiences we have shared together.
Drumming Workshop
Keith who has dementia is usually rather quiet and doesn’t tend to physically get involved with the sessions that much
but the music and drumming workshop brought him right out of his shell. He didn’t stop drumming from start to finish
even took to the stage to lead the group with some drumming. His wife Brenda commented on the fact he was
enjoying it so much that she would be keen to get him a similar instrument of his own to play with at home.
We had a few new faces at this session and they all really enjoyed the involvement and freedom they had to play
around with the instruments. I hope that because it was such a successful session, the new couples who attended will
be back again in October.
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Attleborough
General Comments
The group in Attleborough works really well, as it follows on at the Day Care Centre from an Age UK Dementia
session in the morning, so a lot of the people who attend that stay on for our session in the afternoon.
The group seemed to know one another before we started running session and I think this have helped form a group
who are comfortable around one another and are keen to get involved with new activities.
Live Music & Film Screening
This was also a good first impression of the variety of activities we were starting to put on and a few couples
commented on enjoyed the music and film combination. A lot of people got involved with singing but it was difficult to
tell at this early stage which characters may not have engaged usually that might have been this time.
Gressenhall
I didn’t attend but you mentioned Ann & Tony hadn’t been out on a day trip for over 2 years and felt more confident to
venture out.
Poetry Session
This group really connected with the poet Molly Naylor and were keen to get writing as well as listen to her work and
talk about their favourite poets. Jack who has dementia explained that he found attending these creative sessions
allowed him to express his frustration about no longer being in control of his own life, among people who are in the
same situation as him. He mentioned it allowed him to escape through being creative and that he could open up a bit
more from this.
A carer, Ros expressed how poetry enabled her to remain in a happy place through referring back to poems and
adding some comfort to her day. When it came to writing a poem, each person in the group read theirs out, happy to
share what they had achieved. They all praised the session and said how nice it was to share their feelings through
poetry.
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Year 1

Expenditure Budget line

Actual

Project-related staffing costs
Project Manager
Project Assistant
Communications Assistant
Travel expenses (session management)
Executive Director management time

In-kind

Breckland Match

Notes

£10,800
£4,800
£200
£2,333
£533

Other project costs
Project monitoring & evaluation
(between 5% and 10% of Spirit grant can be
spent on this)
Project communication - session recruitment
Project communication - volunteer recruitment
Project communication - project advocacy
Volunteer expenses for training
Session staffing counselling service
Steering Committee meeting costs - Venue
Steering Committee meeting costs - Staffing
Project activity costs
CPD - Staff , volunteer and artist training
National commissions (Rambert, Matthew
Bourne, Green Candle)

Freelance dance and music artists

£3,334
£333
£167
£200
£200
£67

Contribution to programme
evaluation commencing
January 2017

£2,783

£333

£67
£1,200

£1,333
£16,667

Contribution to programme
delivery costs for new Thetford
group commencing January
2017
Contribution to programme
delivery costs for new Thetford
group commencing January
2017

£8,609

£14,400
£8,608

Venue hire
Session refreshments
Documentation and sharing activities

£4,000
£480
£600

Total revenue costs

£59,914

£2,133

£20,000

£0

£0

£0

Capital costs
(up to 5% max of total Spirit grant)
e.g. equipment
Total capital costs
Core costs (if relevant)
Contribution to overheads?

£6,800

Total core costs

Subtotal
Annual total:

£0

£6,800

£0

£59,914

£8,933

£20,000

£68,847

Income:
Spirit of 2012 Challenge Fund
Norfolk County Council
Inkind from Creative Arts East and partners
Breckland Match funding @ 29%
Total:

39547
2500
6800
20000
68847

Note: the total project costs (as detailed in the second worksheet) will support 6 groups to have regular, fortnightly activity across three years. 2 of these will take place in North Norfolk and 4 of these will take place in Breckland.
Therefore, in order to calculate the costs attributable to Breckland funding only we have divided the total costs by 6 and multiplied by 4.
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Year 1
Expenditure Budget line
Project-related staffing costs
Project Manager

Project Assistant
Communications Assistant
Travel expenses (session management)

Actual

Year 3
Actual

In-kind

Total
Actual

In-kind

£10,800

£8,100

£35,100

£7,200

£7,200

£3,600

£18,000

£300

£300

£300

£900

£3,500

£3,500

£3,500

£10,500

£800

£800
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£5,000

£5,000

Project communication - session recruitment

£500

£500

Project communication - volunteer recruitment

£250

£500

£800

£5,000

£500

Based on 108 full days @ £150 per day in
year 1 (72 delivery days / 36 programming
and admin days), 72 full days in year 2 (36
delivery / 36 programming and admin), and
54 in year 3 (18 delivery / 36 programming /
admin).
Based on 72 full delivery days @ £100 per
day in year 1, 72 full delivery days in year 2,
and 36 in year 3.
Based on 2 full delivery days per year @ £150
per day
Travel to and from all 6 groups, based on 54
miles @ 45pp, x 12 sessions x 12 months.
This expenditure will support staff and
volunteers travel costs.

£1,500
£1,000

£1,250

Project communication - project advocacy

£300

Volunteer expenses for training

£300

£300

£300

£900

Session staffing counselling service

£100

£100

£100

£300

Steering Committee meeting costs - Venue
Steering Committee meeting costs - Staffing

Project activity costs
CPD - Staff , volunteer and artist training

£300

£500

£600

£1,000

£100

£100

£100

£1,800

£1,800

£1,800

£1,200

£2,000

£2,000

£2,000

£6,000

National commissions (Rambert, Matthew Bourne, Green
Candle)

£25,000

£25,000

£25,000

£75,000

Freelance dance and music artists

£21,600

£28,800

£25,200

£75,600

£6,000

£6,000

£6,000

£18,000

Session refreshments

£720

£720

£720

£2,160

Documentation and sharing activities

£900

£1,400

£2,400

£4,700

Venue hire

Total revenue costs

Source/s of other funding and how much is secured
(if applicable)

6 full days of actual deliver per month & 2 days admin a
month

Based on industry standard and agreed CAE mileage
policy which is assessed annually.

CAE NPO funding - secured for year 1&2, in application
for year 3 and beyond

Contract for higher education, external
evaluation partner

Based on previous external wellbeing project evaluation
contract with research from University of Durham

Print and distribution costs for promotional
flyers @ £.3.50 per session

Based on our internal costings for existing ODO provision

£2,000 Volunteer recruitment event (1 per year) and
distribution of printed collateral

£500

Evidence of benchmarked costs
(where applicable)

£2,400

£15,000

£500
£1,000

Rationale for expenditure

Inkind

£16,200

Executive Director management time

Other project costs
Project monitoring & evaluation
(between 5% and 10% of Spirit grant can be spent on this)

Year 2
Actual

In-kind

Estimated % contribution by Breckland DC's proposed
timebank initiative (still in development as at 05/07/16)

£2,000 Paid-for press adverts and editorial,

Based on previous experience and charges for press
attendance costs for presentations at regional coverage
and national conferences and seminars,
external project report summary document
costs. NCC, Breckland DC and North Norfolk
DC project representation on CCG / Health &
Wellbeing Fora, representation of project in
authority publications, etc.

Contribution from Breckland Distrct Council matchfunding

Breckland DC (in kind - agreed but pending)

In-kind from local authority partners, agreed

Expenses to cover travel to and from training 45p per mile, training will be held in Norwich
Volunteer and delivery staff
counselling/debriefing support
£300 2 meetings per year @ £50 per meeting
space
£5,400 6 representatives per meeting @ £150 per
meeting

£89,870

£3,200

£92,420

£4,200

£83,820

£4,700

£266,110

£12,100

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

Quote provided by Health Assured through Breckland
DC existing contract
Based on average costs of previous meeting space hire

In-kind from local authority partners, agreed
In-kind from local authority partners, agreed

A rolling programme of training and CPD
sessions including: basic dementia
awareness and arts for dementia. 11 sessions
@ £550 per session on average
One annual commission by a flagship artistic
partner lasting up to 4 months in duration and
reaching all of our groups, culminating in a
celebratory/sharing event.
Cost of engaging high quality, regional and
national dance and music artists to deliver the
remaining 8 months of activity. Based on
average spend of £300 per session

Based on quotes including Arts 4 Dementia charge £85
per person + travel to London, AGE UK Dementia
Awareness training £360 per session, Willis Newson's
'working with Older People' @ £600.
Based on equity rates received through partnership
negotiations with the companies for this application.
Green Candle: £260 per day x 2 artists x 48 sessions
plus travel and subsistence.
Based on quotes received from freelance artists through
previous ODO pilot and in partnership negotiations for
this application

Hire of community spaces to host sessions.
Based on £40 per session
Refreshments for sessions (tea, coffee,
biscuits, etc.)
Photographic documentation, exhibition and
journaling costs. External photography
contract @ £350 per day x 3 days per year
(£900), plus estimated exhibition (500) and
journaling costs (1500).

Based on costs from previous pilot delivery

Contributions from Breckland District Council Match
Funding - in application, Nrfolk County Council secured, North Norfolk District Council - secured
Contributions from Breckland District Council Match
Funding - in application, Nrfolk County Council secured, North Norfolk District Council - secured

Based on costs from previous pilot delivery
Photographer and exhibition costs based on previous
quotes. Journaling based on Photobox quote @ £30 per
book, based on 1 photographic memory book for 1 per
'couple'.

Capital costs
(up to 5% max of total Spirit grant)
e.g. equipment
Total capital costs
Core costs (if relevant)
Contribution to overheads?

Total core costs

Subtotal
Annual total:

£10,200

£8,200

£8,200

£0

£27,800

£12,900

£266,110

£39,900

£0

£10,200

£0

£9,400

£89,870

£13,400

£92,420

£13,600

£103,270

£106,020

£27,800 Overheads at 10% of project running costs

£9,400

£83,820
£96,720

£306,010

Based on standard CAE financial model

CAE NPO funding - secured and year 1 & 2, in
application for year 3 and beyond

Year 1

Income:

Year 2

Spirit of 2012 Challenge Fund

59870

87420

North Norfolk District Council

5000

5000

Norfolk County Council

5000

Inkind from Creative Arts East and partners

13400

Breckland Match funding

20000
Total:

103270

Year 3
83820

Total
231110
10000
5000

13600

12900

39900
20000

106020

96720

Note: the total project will support 6 groups to have regular, fortnightly activity across three years. 2 of these will take place in North Norfolk and 4 of these will take place in Breckland.
Therefore, in order to calculate the costs attributable to Breckland funding only (breakdown provided in the second worksheet) we have divided the costs by 6 and multiplied by 4.

306010
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Agenda Item 8

BRECKLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL
Report of:

Lynda Turner, Executive Member for Place

To:

Cabinet, 3 January 2017.

Author:

Clive Rayner, Grant Officer, Norfolk Community Foundation

Subject:

Match Funding (large) applications

Purpose:

To consider the decision to award funding to three projects

Recommendation:
1) That the Executive Member for Place approves the following grant awards:





£8,086 (or 30% of the project costs, whichever is the lower amount) to the
Benjamin Foundation to contribute to the costs of re-roofing the Meet Up
Community Centre on the Redcastle Furze Estate and insulating the Sports Hall
ceiling.
£14,000 (or 18.7% of the project costs, whichever is the lower amount) to
Swaffham Town Council to contribute towards a new multi-use games area on
the Recreation Ground.
£7,920 (or 30% of the project costs, whichever is the lower amount) to Beeston
Playing Field to provide a range of new play equipment.

BACKGROUND – the Benjamin Foundation
1.1

The Benjamin Foundation is a registered charity working across the county
providing services for children, young people and families. One of its services is the
provision of the Meet Up Community Centre, a grass roots youth and community
project, situated on the Redcastle Furze housing estate in Thetford. The Centre
hosts a youth club, youth drop-in, young persons’ support group, parents' support
group, school holiday activities, counselling services, parent and toddler groups and
a senior citizen lunch group.

1.2

Meet Up provides a safe and supportive environment for local young people to meet
friends and take part in activities including art and music workshops and accredited
learning such as food hygiene and AQA certificates. These help local young people
to learn skills, gain confidence and increase their commitment towards learning in
order to pursue a successful future.

1.3

Registered membership of the Meet Up exceeds 240 with over 130 people per week
accessing activities. A recent survey following the 2016 Summer Activity
Programme showed the impact that the Centre can have. 92% of participants
reported increased confidence, 90% stated engagement with Meet Up had helped
them stay out of trouble and 90% said that they now cared more about their
community. A further recent consultation exercise with parents showed that 90% of
respondents stated that Meet Up had helped their child avoid anti-social behaviour
and 85% said that their child had improved social skills as a result of attendance at
the Centre.
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1.4

The grant is requested to contribute towards the costs of re-roofing the building and
insulating the roof of the Sports Hall. These two items are the most pressing of a
range of identified repairs which total around £44,000.

1.5

Ownership of the building was transferred from Breckland District Council to the
Benjamin Foundation in 2014.

1.6

The application requested a grant of £13,161 representing 30% of the total cost of
all of the identified repairs. However at present the plan is to carry out only the first
two items which have an evidenced cost of £26,956. Consequently the maximum
grant for which the application can be considered is £8,086. To date £11,769 has
been raised towards these works including a grant of £6,000 from the Geoffrey
Watling Charity.

1.7

The Benjamin Foundation has provided copies of three quotes. The preferred
supplier’s work on the roof will come with a 25 year guarantee.

1.8

The Centre’s revenue costs are currently funded by the Big Lottery Fund until
September 2018 and the Benjamin Foundation intends to re-apply for further lottery
or alternative funding to ensure the continuation of service delivery from the
building. An investment in the fabric of the building is therefore likely to provide an
ongoing benefit in this community.

1.9

As evidenced in 1.1 above the application aligns with the Breckland Council
objectives of “support groups and organisations to provide a range of local facilities
within their communities which further improve learning opportunities, community
health and community wellbeing,” and “work with partners on supporting older
people to remain active, participate and live independently within the community.”

1.10

Councillor Dennis Crawford has written in support of the application as follows: “The
meet up cafe have programmes for the youth and elderly populations of Redcastle.
They also have very strong ties with the residents’ association and the local school.
They have assisted the residents’ association in allowing them to use their facilities
for fundraising events. This culminated in £6,000 being raised by the residents’
association for the local play area which led to further funding for the play area
project. I feel the meet up cafe is the heart of the community and if it closes the
community will be a much poorer place.”

BACKGROUND – Swaffham Town Council
1.11

Swaffham Town Council is seeking a match funding grant of £14,000 towards the
cost of developing a Multi-Use Games Area (MUGA) on the Recreation Ground. The
site is currently an unused hard court area which is described as being unsightly
and of no benefit to users of the park The new MUGA will have markings for various
sports such as football, cricket, netball and basketball as well as a range of facilities
which may include street snooker games wall, pool games wall, five-a-side goals,
target square, cricket wicket, lollipop style target hoops. The work will also involve
resurfacing the area and installing fencing. The area will not have floodlighting.

1.12

There has been very strong local consultation to inform the development of the
project. A consultation event was held at the site of the existing skatepark. This was
a joint venture between the Town Council and SK8 Mob - a group that was
established by local young people with the aims of developing the skate park and a
MUGA. The event was attended by local residents and families as well as potential
suppliers of equipment. Attendees helped to develop a specification with preferred
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options. Recent further consultation has been undertaken, led by the Sk8 Mob. A
questionnaire was developed asking about the potential use of the site and what
facilities young people would like to see on the Recreation Ground. 239 people
between the ages of 6 and 20 completed the survey. Of these 173 said they would
use the MUGA. The consultation also generated lots of ideas about the sports to
include.
1.13

The Town Council expects that the main beneficiaries will be children, young people
and young adults aged from 8 to 25 but the site will be freely available to all who
wish to use it.

1.14

The project has a total estimated cost of £75,000 and the Town Council has already
secured £61,000 of this with £12,000 coming from the Breckland Council Outdoor
Sport and Play Fund and £49,000 recently secured from WREN. With a match
funding grant at the requested level of £14,000 the project would be fully funded. A
£14,000 grant would represent 18.7% of the total project cost and is therefore well
within the 30% match funding limit.

1.15

The completed MUGA will be inspected by the Town Council on a daily basis and
will have an annual specialist inspection to ensure safety of users.

1.16

The application aligns with the Breckland Council objectives of “support groups and
organisations to provide a range of local facilities within their communities which
further improve learning opportunities, community health and community wellbeing,”
and “work with our partners to reduce and prevent crime and anti-social behaviour
and protect the community and environment.”
The provision of a MUGA will provide improved opportunities for exercise which will
improve community health and wellbeing. There are said to be no other free to
access and use facilities in Swaffham for young people in this age group. The
application states that the town has a number of challenges including an estimated
1,630 young people living with a mental health problem and an estimated 40% of
young people aged 10/11 years who are overweight. A MUGA will be particularly
beneficial for those young people who do not want to join an organised club.
The application reports that there have been a number of incidents of anti-social
behaviour and vandalism in the Town Centre and on the Recreation Ground over
the last few months. It is hoped that by providing a sports and recreation facility that
is fit for purpose and attractive to users this might divert some people from these
types of behaviour.

1.17

Councillor Shirley Matthews has written in support of the project as follows: “We in
Swaffham are now awaiting a final amount from your organisation to complete our
plans for our Haspall’s Road Playground by putting a MUGA in. It has been on our
agenda for about 4 years so the relief to all here, who have been working toward it,
will be tremendous and we shall be eternally grateful.”

BACKGROUND – Beeston Playing Field
1.18

Beeston Playing Field is a registered charity responsible for the village hall and
playing fields in the village.

1.19

The project would see a range of improvements made to play equipment comprising
the the installation of a 30m zip wire, a nest swing, midi hex climber, toddler tower
climber incorporating a slide, zig zag balance beam and a stepping log snake plus
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safety matting and all delivery and installation costs. The equipment will be sited at
the playing field at Back Lane in Beeston.
1.20

There has been good consultation to inform the project. Initial consultation was via
the school with year 6 pupils designing a questionnaire and feeding back results. A
village wide questionnaire was also distributed and a public consultation meeting
was held at the playground. Feedback from all of these avenues contributed to the
current proposals.

1.21

The project has a total estimated cost of £26,366.84 based on a quote from NGF
Play of Gressenhall. To date the charity has secured £11,230 of this as follows:
Breckland Outdoor Sport and Play Fund £2,050, the Dudgeon Community Fund
£5,280, Norfolk Playing Fields Association £2,000, The Dulverton Trust £1,000 and
£1,900 from local fundraising. Two further grant applications are in progress – The
Geoffrey Watling Charity (£3,000) and The John Jarrold Trust (£3,000). A grant at
the requested level would represent 30% of the total project cost and would leave
Beeston needing to secure a further £7,216 to be able to proceed. Any match
funding grant awarded would be retained by Norfolk Community Foundation until the
charity has evidenced that it has all of the necessary funds to be able to proceed.

1.22

The application aligns with the Breckland Council objectives of “support groups and
organisations to provide a range of local facilities within their communities which
further improve learning opportunities, community health and community wellbeing,”
and “work with partners and local communities to make public spaces cleaner,
greener and safe.”
The application states that the project will increase the opportunity for children to
benefit from the physical, mental and social effects of outdoor play. The planned
facility will be free to use and accessible at all times. The applicant also anticipates
that the project will improve social cohesion by providing a meeting place for
families. The facility will also be developed in an, environmentally sustainable way.
The chosen equipment is said to be ethically produced and to enhance the grassy,
natural and rural aspect of the site. It will provide a safe and secure area for children
of all ages to play, in contrast to the many hazardous areas in Beeston which
include working farms, industrialised areas, open quarries and busy roads.

1.23

Councillor Elizabeth Gould has written in support of the project as follows: “I fully
support the actions of the team that are trying to improve the much needed play
equipment on Beeston Playing field. There is very little for youngsters to do in rural
villages, and so such an application can only provide pride in the area and
encourage outdoor activity for youngsters. It also helps promote community spirit
within the village, as parents of younger children get to interact with each other.”

2)

OPTIONS

2.1
2.2
2.3

Fully fund the applications set out in the report
Part fund the application set out in the report
Do nothing

3)

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION(S)

3.1

The grant applications meet the criteria of the scheme.
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4)

EXPECTED BENEFITS

4.1

The Benjamin Foundation – enable a range of community activities, particularly
those aimed at young people to continue;
Swaffham Town Council – provide opportunities for recreation and exercise;
Beeston Playing Field - provide opportunities for play and recreation.

5.0

IMPLICATIONS

5.1

Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues

5.1.1

It is of the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.

5.2

Constitution & Legal

5.2.1

It is of the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.

5.3

Contracts

5.3.1

It is of the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.

5.4

Corporate Priorities

5.4.1

The project aligns with corporate priorities as set out in section 1.

5.5

Crime and Disorder

5.5.1

It is of the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.

5.6

Equality and Diversity / Human Rights

5.6.1

It is of the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.

5.7

Financial

5.7.1

The grant requests total £30,006. There are adequate funds in the Match Funding
reserves held by the NCF for 2016/17 to cover this grant expenditure.

5.8

Health & Wellbeing

5.8.1

It is of the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.

5.9

Risk Management

5.9.1

It is of the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications

5.10

Safeguarding

5.10.1 It is of the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.
5.11

Staffing

5.11.1 It is of the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.
5.12

Stakeholders / Consultation / Timescales
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5.12.1 It is of the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.
5.13

Other

5.13.1 Any offer letters made should reflect the conditions applied by the grant panel
members.
6.0

WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED

6.1

Thetford, Swaffham and Beeston.

7.0

ACRONYMS

7.1

NCF – Norfolk Community Foundation

Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post: Clive Rayner, Grant Officer,
Norfolk Community Foundation
Telephone Number: 01603 623958
Email: cliverayner@norfolkfoundation.com
Key Decision:

No

Exempt Decision:

No

This report refers to a Discretionary Service
Appendices attached to this report:
Appendix 1 – Benjamin Foundation Application
Appendix 2 – Swaffham Town Council Application
Appendix 3 – Beeston Playing Field Application
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Application: OGA056727

Tue Oct 11 10:37:31 GMT 2016

Breckland Community Funding Application
Form
Section 1 - About the organisation applying
Organisation name and address details
Name of the organisation applying
The Benjamin Foundation
Address of your organisation
Street
23-27 St Andrews Street
Town/City
Norwich
County
Norfolk
Postcode
NR2 4TP
Website
benjaminfoundation.co.uk
Telephone
01603 615670
Email address
info@benjaminfoundation.co.uk

Main Contact Person
These are the details that will be used for correspondence purposes.
Title
Mrs.
Surname
Storey

Forename(s)
Joanna

Position in organisation
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Fundraiser
Daytime Phone
01603 886932
Home Phone
Mobile Phone
07817 015011
Email
joanna.storey@benjaminfoundation.co.uk
Use organisation's address for correspondence

Organisation Start Date
Please estimate if exact date is not known - please select earliest date if your organisation predates
the options given.
Month
10

Year
1994

What type of organisation are you?
Please select as many as appropriate. For companies, CICs and Social Enterprises, please note your
constitution/ articles should show a clear social purpose, and information about how you distribute
profit to fulfil these aims.
A registered charity

03825425

Company limited by guarantees

1124936

Unincorporated club or association

Community interest company

Other

Purpose of organisation
Please briefly describe the overall aims and objectives of your organisation and the activities or services
your organisation provides
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The Benjamin Foundation has been providing services for children, young people and
families since 1994. We deliver work across Norfolk and Suffolk helping over 2000
people every year. There are four themes that underpin all our services - Hope,
Opportunity, Stability and Independence.
We are a very diverse charity and our work includes supported accommodation projects
in Thetford, Kings Lynn, Great Yarmouth, Aylsham, Fakenham and North Walsham for
those aged 16 – 25 who would otherwise be homeless; face-to-face confidential support
in over 80 schools; support and social groups for 300 young carers aged 6-18 and a
school in Great Yarmouth for young people with social, emotional and behavioural
difficulties.
One of our services in Thetford is “Meet up”, a grass roots youth and community project,
situated on the Redcastle Furze housing estate. It is the only established and
recognised youth venue serving this area of Thetford.
We also run four furniture re-use stores providing affordable furniture and household
goods to the public, with significant free-of-charge donations to households in severe
need.
At the centre of all that we do are the relationships we build with service users,
colleagues and other professionals. We don’t “do unto” people, rather we walk beside
and support them to build their skills, coping mechanisms and resilience until they can
progress on their own.

Staffing and volunteers
How many of each of the following are involved in the organisation?
Full time staff / workers
Volunteers (excluding management

126

Part time staff / workers

25

committee)

Management committee
10
Members (excluding management committee)

Income of your organisation
Total income in the most recent accounting year
5553107
What are your organisation's current unrestricted reserves?
1149196

Banking details
Please provide details of the organisation's bank account
Bank account name
The Benjamin Foundation
Bank account number
01370340
Bank sort code
403506
How many signatures are required to authorise payments from the organisation's account?
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2
Names of signatories, and their roles in the organisation
Anthony Ing. CEO
Claire Reynolds. Director of Corporate Services
Matthew Garrod. Director of Operations (Housing and Homelessness)
Sharon Matthews. Director of Operations (Children and Young People)
Philip Burton. Chair of Trustees

Second contact
Please provide details for a second contact who is willing to be contacted regarding this application if
the main contact cannot be reached.
Title
Miss
Forename/s
Sharon
Surname
Matthews
Position in organisation
Director of Operations (Children and Young People)
Daytime phone
07525 801300
Email
sharon.matthews@benjaminfoundation.co.uk

Section 2 - About the project
Which Fund are you applying to?
Tell us which Breckland Fund you are applying to (Match Funding Large grant, Match Funding Small
grant or Pride Funding) - please make sure you have read the guidance for the Fund you have chosen.
Match Funding Large Grant

Ownership and permissions
Please complete this section if you are applying for funds to carry out building or ground works,
including repairs and improvements, or installing permanent fixtures such as play equipment.
Does your organisation own the building/ land in question?
Yes
If NO, please tell us who owns the site, and how your organisation has responsibility for it - for example if
you hold a lease please tell us how long is remaining on the agreement
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Ownership of the building was transferred from Breckland Distrist Council to The
Benjamin Foundation in 2014. It is subject to a Deed of Covenant until 2034.
Included in this Covenant are the following paragraphs agreeing what The Benjamin
Foundation will use the building for in the future:
(i) in respect of no less than two thirds of the floor area of the Property the use of the
Property for the provision of social support, public information, education, training,
counselling and other social welfare related services including a café for the benefit of
the local community of Thetford, Norfolk; and
(ii) in respect of no more than one third of the floor area of the Property, the use of the
Property for the administration of charitable or community purposes
Does your project need any permissions to proceed? For example planning or change of use permissions, a
faculty or similar - if YES please provide details below and send evidence that this is in place along with your
completed application.
No

Project Details
Project name
Building repairs to Meet Up Community Centre on the Redcastle Furze Estate
Project / funding start date
21/11/2016

Project / funding end date
05/06/2017

What area will your project benefit?
Breckland
Which area (estate, town, village, borough) do most of the people who benefit come from?
Thetford
Please provide a postcode which best represents the geographical area you will benefit.
IP24 3PU
What is the grant required for? Please describe your planned project/ activity.
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We would like to ask for capital funding to help us put a new roof on the valued
community centre in Thetford. This building is situated in the Redcastle Furze
community (Thetford Saxon Electoral Ward), serving this and neighbouring social
housing estates.
Ownership of the building was transferred from Breckland District Council to The
Benjamin Foundation in 2014. We receive funding from The Big Lottery to cover the cost
of facilitating events and activities but this funding does not cover essential building
maintenance and repair costs, which is why we are seeking additional funding to secure
the building and ensure sustainability of many projects for years to come.
Since opening in 2010, the community centre that we call “Meet Up”
http://benjaminfoundation.co.uk/meet-up has helped thousands of local children, young
people, families and senior citizens. The centre is also used by many professionals from
Norfolk County Council and a wide range of other groups in the community.

However, this building that delivers a huge variety of valuable work in is in a declining
state of repair.
In order for The Benjamin Foundation and other organisations to continue delivering
services for the community, the building needs to be well maintained. The list of
essential repairs is long and estimated at £44,000 (inc VAT) in total. However, the roof
has now become an urgent priority as it has started to leak. We have been forced to
cancel youth clubs as the rain caused water to pour in through the ceiling. Here is a link
to a recent article in the local paper;
http://www.thetfordandbrandontimes.co.uk/news/leaking_roof_puts_meet_up_in_thetford_in_jeopardy_as_youth_clubs_welcome_recor

We want to ensure that this community hub can continue working to support people of
all ages in Thetford for years to come.
The building has a really strategic position in the community and it’s important that we
have an easily accessed, safe, warm and inviting building where many of the activities
for the local community can take place. We’d like to complete the work on the roof and
then continue with our fundraising efforts to improve more aesthetic elements of the
building. Knowing the roof is safe and secure will give the community a feeling of
security and send out a strong message that Meet Up/the community centre is here to
stay.
Who will benefit from this project and how?
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Meet Up means so much to such a diverse range of people within the local community.
It is a social lifeline as well as a professional resource for many. Meet Up helps people
to raise their aspirations and believe in themselves, which in turn benefits the wider
community. From a local business point of view, these people have the potential to
become successful employees, innovators and leaders of the future. If they are
successful, we are all successful.
Meet up provides a safe and supportive environment for local young people to meet
friends and take part in activities including art and music workshops, trips to places of
interest, residential breaks and accredited learning including food hygiene and AQA
certificates. The Benjamin Foundation aims to help local young people learn skills, gain
confidence and increase their commitment towards learning in order to persue a
successful future. We do this by engaging them in these varied, challenging and
engaging activities which helps develop confidence and social skills. In turn, this
reduces incidents of anti-social behaviour and promotes positive relationships within the
local community.
Meet Up is very fortunate to have a diverse cultural membership base and works very
hard to integrate all nationalities in activities at Meet Up. We continue to work closely
with diverse groups and cultures which has the benefit of building strong community
cohesion.
Senior Citizens in the area benefit from a weekly lunch club. This popular event is
attended by up to 30 local residents. Many of these elderly people are socially isolated
and we help them to build friendship groups.
Meet Up has been running over the last 6 years therefore services have developed,
changed and been adapted with the service user always in mind. This is achieved
through constant evaluation and feedback from users detailing which services work and
which don’t. Consultations are carried out with young people, parents and the local
community as to what areas they enjoy and those they would like to see developed
further at Meet Up. By including young people in the process they feel a valued part of
the centre and have a direct input in activities that they would otherwise not have a
chance to participate in. This allows them to broaden their future aspirations and further
develops their wider knowledge outside of Thetford.
How do you know this project is needed, and that people want it?
The need for Meet Up is demonstrated by the demand from the local community for its
services. Registered membership has reached over 240, attendance currently numbers
over 130 people every week and these figures are enhanced by holiday activities,
volunteering hours, attendance at one-off/pilot events and informal, ad-hoc contact and
support.
The need for, and impact of Meet Up has been demonstrated by a recent survey
following our 2016 Summer Activity Programme. 92% of participants reported increased
confidence, 90% stated engagement with Meet Up had helped them stay out of trouble
and 90% said that they now cared more about their community. This is further shown
through the results of a recent consultation exercise undertaken with parents, where
90% of respondents stated that Meet Up had helped their child(ren) avoid anti-social
behaviour and 85% said that their child(ren) were demonstrating improved social skills.
The need for the Meet Up service is stronger than ever because the environment Meet
Up operates in has changed significantly. All local authority youth centres have closed
and outreach work ceased. This means Meet Up is the only dedicated youth venue in
Thetford and because of this has become a central hub for both the young people and a
range of professional services offering support to them and their families.
We hold a weekly parent and toddler group at Meet up, with babies as young as six
months. This was started because a local needs analysis identified a lack of provision
for young parents in the area.
All the work of The Benjamin Foundation is underpinned by The Nurtured Heart
Approach ® (NHA). The NHA is a philosophy for creating strong and improved
relationships by focusing on positive behaviour rather than energising negativity,
providing clear rules and consequences and therefore creating an environment where
young people can thrive. Holding these parents and toddler groups enables Meet Up
staff to help build stronger more rewarding relationships through the NHA and for
informal learning to take place within the centre. It allows families to be signposted to
other services and develops stronger relationships in the community.
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If this is a large match funding application (over £5,000) please describe how your project will be financially
and environmentally sustainable and maintained in the future
Meet up revenue costs are funded by the Big Lottery until September 2018. We will be
applying for repeat lottery funding or seeking alternative funding so we can continue and
improve service delivery from the building.
Our main objective today though is to ensure the security of the building so it can be
used by The Benjamin Foundation, and others, for a variety of projects in the future.
Services in the community centre will be delivered by us, a wide range of professionals
and other members of the community.
The Benjamin Foundation has significant corporate support and benefits from a
comprehensive back office function including:
• HR (including recruitment, training, DBS checks, payroll, volunteer expenses)
• Finance (budget management, income processing)
• Marketing and Fundraising (publicity, media relationships, community events, securing
additional funding)
• Health and safety (advice, legal guidance, training)
• Business Development (support to ensure effective and sustainable project
development)
• Server maintenance and associated IT support
The new roof will come with a 25 year guarantee.
The roof renewal/repair forms part of wider plans to improve the Meet Up building. As
we are planning these repairs, the environmental issues are forefront of our plans. The
new lights we plan to fit are LED lights, which reduce energy usage, last longer and
reduce the building’s carbon footprint.
The new roof will reduce our energy consumption as it will be better insulated. We plan
to upgrade our heating which will be more efficient and again reduce our energy
consumption and contribute to reducing the carbon footprint of the whole building.
What, if any safety issues are related to your project or activity? If your project is working with children,
young people under the age of 18 or vulnerable adult, how will they be kept safe?
The Benjamin Foundation delivers a broad range of services supporting children, young
people and vulnerable adults and as you’d expect, our policies and procedures are
thorough & robust. We always ensure that policies and procedures for protecting
children and vulnerable adults are effectively implemented across all areas of our
organisation
Safeguarding is The Benjamin Foundation’s core aim and therefore it is an important
aspect of all of our work. Whether this is low level preventative work - just by having an
open, welcoming centre where children, young people and other residents may feel
safer, or interventions more at the sharp end (our staff are currently involved in
supporting young people involved in 2 ongoing safeguarding criminal investigations and
3 other ongoing Children’s Services cases), Meet Up is seen as a place of safety in the
area.
The Benjamin Foundation employs a dedicated service user engagement and quality
assurance officer (SUEQAO) whose role within the organisation is to inspect services;
engage with young people and monitor the quality of the service. The SUEQAO is part
of a Senior Management Team that includes a dedicated Health & Safety Officer. The
dedicated Health & Safety Officer together with the organisation’s CEO make six
monthly visits to all our services who check compliance to the relevant legal frameworks
on Health & Safety.

Alignment with Breckland Council Objectives
Please explain how the project contributes towards the Council objectives you have identified
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Meet up aligns to and contributes towards several of the Breckland Council objectives
but our top priority would be:
Support groups and organisations to provide a range of local facilities within their
communities:
Meet Up performs a unique function in the Redcastle Furze area of Thetford. Although
primarily a centre for children and young people it has, in reality a much wider reach. It
runs support sessions for local parents, social events for older people and guidance
opportunities for those seeking work or employment. Meet Up works closely with the
Redcastle Action Group to help address local issues and needs. While you could argue
successfully that it is the people that make Meet Up and not the building there is no
denying the strategic position of the building in the community and the importance of
having an easily accessed, safe, warm and inviting building in which the activities can
take place. Once the work on the roof is completed – a major stumbling block – we can
continue our fundraising efforts to improve more aesthetic elements of the building.
Knowing the roof is safe and secure will give the community a feeling of security and
sends out a strong message that Meet Up is here to stay.
Work with partners to support older people to remain active, participate and live
independently within the community:
Meet Up hosts a very successful ‘lunch club’ for older residents in the area and offers a
range of other activities to support older people and build intergenerational cooperation
and togetherness. The centre building is a very important part of this work as it
represents a place of safety in the community and a warm, welcoming place to meet
friends and have a home style meal. Our older service users have been extremely
supportive of our efforts to fundraise to improve the roof and other aspects of Meet Up
as they value the resource in their locality and want it to be there for generations to
come.
We have recently been awarded funding from the “Love Norfolk Youth Social Action
fund” to support us with our successful youth social action activities. We have several
intergenerational activities planned where young people will collaborate with the older
generation in their community to share skills and knowledge to plan and hold events in
the local community.
We know from experience the huge benefits of intergenerational work – reducing
isolation, increasing cohesion, promoting a sense of belonging and challenging
pre-conceived ideas.

Project Budget
How much money are you applying for?
13161
What is the total cost of the project?
26956
Have you already secured other funding for this project?
Yes
If YES, how much has been raised so far?
11769
Please provide details of this other funding and/or details of applications to other grant schemes yet to be
confirmed
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The total cost of the FULL project including VAT is £43, 873. This total cost includes the
exterior flat roof, the sports hall ceiling, lights and toilets.
The total cost of the roof project alone is £26,956 and this is the project we would like to
complete first.
We have so far raised £11, 769 towards the repairs. This has been raised from a variety
of fundraising events and a £6,000 grant from The Geoffrey Watling Trust.
This would leave us just £2,000 short for the roof and we would use our own funds to
ensure all the work on the roof is completed.
We will then continue fundraising with renewed vigour to raise the remaining funds in
order to complete the work in the building.

Staff Costs - people who will be paid to help deliver your project
Requested amount
0
Total cost

Breakdown

Volunteer Costs
For example, volunteer expenses and training
Requested amount
0
Total cost

Breakdown

Operational/activity costs
For example, hiring a venue or providing transport for participants
Requested amount
0
Total cost

Breakdown

Office, overhead, premises costs
For example, paying for utilities or a contribution to administration / management support
Requested amount
0
Total cost

Breakdown
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Capital costs
Things you will buy, for example materials or equipment, or cost of building works - please note
quotes/ estimates should be provided
Requested amount
13161
Total cost
26956

Breakdown
Please see the attached quotes.
Our preference is for R G Carter to carry out the work.
Flat Roof: Supply, erect and subsequently dismantle perimeter scaffolding to comply
with Working at Height Regulations. Remove and dispose of existing roofing membrane
from flat roof area. Fix 18mm OSB3 conditioned tongue and groove structural sterling
board mechanically fixed to sub-deck laid to existing levels and falls. Fix Pre-Formed
GRP edge trims. Install Polyroof/Topseal GRP fiberglass system to area. Inclusive of
25-year guarantee. All for the sum
of………………………….……………………………………..…...….…..£14,354
Sports Hall Ceiling: Infill existing ceiling voids with 600mm x 600mm Tegular tiles
covered with 100mm mineral wool insulation laid in 24mm grid system suspended from
existing soffit. All for the sum
of………………………………………………….…………………………...£8,110
£22464 + 20% VAT @ £4492 = £26956

Costs of promoting your project, for example printing leaflets or posters
Requested amount
0
Total cost

Breakdown

Other costs
Please specify any costs that have not been included under any of the headings above
Requested amount
0
Total cost

Breakdown

Section 3 - Impact: How your project will make a difference
Select a category from the drop down list below that best describes the impact that your project will have (the
difference it will make).
Maximise ability to strengthen community cohesion and build social capacity
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Select the primary outcome for your project or activity - you may choose up to 3 if you wish using the boxes below
Improved community facilities

Beneficiaries
How many people will benefit from this funding?
750
Please tell us how you have estimated this figure - for example, it may be based on bookings, memberships,
audiences or visitors to date
We estimate that we will be working with at least 750 people between now and the end
of 2018. We have based this on past experience relating to numbers of attendees to our
various sessions and events. We keep attendance records for all sessions held at Meet
Up and use this information to inform planning and target setting.
However, this is only part of the picture as the roof comes with a 25 year guarantee - we
are hopeful that over this period 1000's of people will benefit from services at Meet Up,
and by contributing to the long term good quality of the fabric of the building will mean
the doors can be open, and the community welcomed in, for many years to come.
Primary Beneficiary - Select a single option to represent the primary beneficiary group for this grant
Children and young people
Please list any other beneficiary groups who will benefit from your grant
Black, Asian and minority ethnic

Carers

Ex-offenders/offenders/At risk of offending

Families/Parents/Lone parents

Homeless people

Lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgendered groups

Local residents

Long-term unemployed

Men

Not in education, employment and training (NEET 16-24)

Older people

People in care or suffering serious illness

People living in poverty

People with alcohol/drug addictions

People with learning difficulties

People with low skill levels

People with mental health issues

People with multiple disabilities

People with physical difficulties

Refugees/asylum seekers /immigrants

Victims of crime/violence/abuse

Women

Ethnicity
Primary ethnic group - select a single option to represent the primary ethnic group for this grant
All ethnicities
Please list any other ethnic groups who will benefit from your grant:
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African

Any other

Asian and Asian British

Asian and White

Bangladeshi

Black African and White

Black Caribbean and White

Black and Black British

Caribbean

Chinese

Chinese or other group

Indian

Mixed

Other Asian

Other Black

Other Mixed Ethnicity

Other White

Pakistani

White

White British

White East European

White Gypsies and Travellers

White Irish

Issues
Primary issue - select a single option to represent the primary issue that will be addressed by this grant
Stronger communities/Community support and development
Please list any other issues that will be addressed by this grant
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Anti-social behaviour

Arts, culture and heritage

Bullying

Caring responsibilities

Counselling/Advice/Mentoring

Crime and safety

Disability and access issues

Domestic violence

Economy

Education, learning and training

Emergency/Rescue services

Employment and labour

Environment and improving surroundings

Financial exclusion and financial illiteracy

Gangs

Harmful practice

Health, wellbeing and serious illness

Homelessness

Housing

IT / Technology

Language, culture and racial integration

Mental health

Offending/At risk of offending

Poverty and disadvantage

Refugees/Asylum/Immigration

Religion

Renewable energies and recycling

Rural issues

Sexual abuse

Social inclusion and fairness

Sport and recreation

Stigma/Discrimination

Substance abuse and addiction

Supporting family life

Violence and Exploitation

Age Groups
Please indicate the primary age group that will benefit from this grant
Young people (13-18)
Please list any other applicable age groups for your grant.
Adults (26-65)

All ages

Children (5-12)

Early years (0-4)

Seniors (65+)

Young adults (19-25)

Section 4 - Supporting information and Declaration
Supporting Documents
To complete your application, you are required to submit supporting information that provides evidence of
how your organisation is set up, and details of your project.
Along with your online application we also require you to submit copies of the following:
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A copy of your constitution of governing document
A copy of your most recent annual accounts (or current financial statement if your organisation has been
operating for less than 1 year)
A copy of a recent bank statement
Evidence that you have consulted with the community
Evidence of match funding
A copy of relevant safeguarding policies if your project involves work with children or vulnerable adults
Copies of quotes, estimates or other evidence of costs if applying for funds to pay for equipment, building
works, services or similar (preferably three for each service/product)
For projects involving building works or installations of e.g. of sports/play equipment - evidence that planning
permission/ other relevant permissions are in place or that they are not required
A location map (for projects involving building works or installations of e.g. of sports/play equipment
A business plan (for projects with a total cost of over £50,000)
A copy of your equal opportunities policy/statement
If you have electronic copies available, these documents can be uploaded by following the 'Add Document'
link below which will guide you to the Attachments upload function at the end of this form. Please then
upload the documents as prompted.
If you prefer to send some or all of these documents separately by post or email, please check the box below,
and ensure that all the information required is submitted to Norfolk Community Foundation clearly stating the
name of the organisation and the Fund you are applying for.
If you do not have all of the documents listed above, or are able to provide a link to view some of your
evidence online, please provide details in the box below.
If you have provided documents such as the constitution and policies to Norfolk Community Foundation with
previous applications and no changes have been made, there is no need to provide further copies - where
this is the case please also note in the box below. Please note this only applies to documents that are not
updated regularly.
If you have any questions about the supporting information required, please contact the Grants Team on
01603 623958 or email grants@norfolkfoundation.com
Documents to follow in post to Norfolk Community Foundation, St James Mill, Whitefriars, Norwich NR3 1TN or by
email to grants@norfolkfoundation.com
Yes
Add document
You can use this space to provide links to items you wish to purchase with your grant, or to enable us to
view documents online. Also tell us if you believe we hold current copies of your organisation's constitution
and policies.
NCF holds copies of our constitution and policies, other supporting documents attached.
I am also sending a separate e mail with the quotes and some photographs to illustrate
and evidence the work required.

Declaration
Please enter your name and position below to confirm that you accept the following conditions:
1. I am authorised to make the application on behalf of the above organisation.
2. I certify that the information in this application is correct.
3. If the information in the application changes in any way I will inform Norfolk Community Foundation
immediately.
4.
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4. I give permission for Norfolk Community Foundation to record the information in this form electronically and
to contact my organisation by phone, mail or email with information about its activities and about funding
opportunities.
5. I agree to participate in monitoring, auditing and evaluation related to these funds - you can find out more
about how Norfolk Community Foundation monitors grants at
www.norfolkfoundation.com/apply/funding-for-non-profits/monitoring/
Norfolk Community Foundation would like to follow up on successful applicants and potentially feature them in our
publicity. Please tick this box to confirm that, if your application is successful, you are willing to take part in publicity
activities.
Yes
Declaration - Please enter your name
Joanna Storey
Position in organisation
Fundraiser
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Breckland Community Funding Application
Form
Section 1 - About the organisation applying
Organisation name and address details
Name of the organisation applying
Swaffham Town Council
Address of your organisation
Street
4 London St
Town/City
Swaffham
County
Norfolk
Postcode
P37 7DQ
Website
www.swaffhamtowncouncil.gov.uk
Telephone
01760 722922
Email address
townclerk@swaffhamtowncouncil.gov.uk

Main Contact Person
These are the details that will be used for correspondence purposes.
Title
Mrs
Surname
Smith

Forename(s)
Claire

Position in organisation
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Deputy Town Clerk
Daytime Phone
01760 722922
Home Phone
Mobile Phone
Email
deputyclerk@swaffhamtowncouncil.gov.uk
Use organisation's address for correspondence

Organisation Start Date
Please estimate if exact date is not known - please select earliest date if your organisation predates
the options given.
Month
01

Year
1974

What type of organisation are you?
Please select as many as appropriate. For companies, CICs and Social Enterprises, please note your
constitution/ articles should show a clear social purpose, and information about how you distribute
profit to fulfil these aims.
A registered charity

Company limited by guarantees

Unincorporated club or association

Community interest company

Other

Town Council

Purpose of organisation
Please briefly describe the overall aims and objectives of your organisation and the activities or services
your organisation provides
Swaffham Town Council provides a range of services and facilities for local residents
including markets, allotments, recreation and open spaces. It is also the local burial
authority.

Staffing and volunteers
How many of each of the following are involved in the organisation?
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7

Part time staff / workers

2

Volunteers (excluding management
committee)

Management committee
13
Members (excluding management committee)

Income of your organisation
Total income in the most recent accounting year
485218
What are your organisation's current unrestricted reserves?
186915

Banking details
Please provide details of the organisation's bank account
Bank account name
Swaffham Town Council Current Account
Bank account number
20348797
Bank sort code
60-83-01
How many signatures are required to authorise payments from the organisation's account?
3
Names of signatories, and their roles in the organisation
Paul Darby - Town Councillor
Jan Buckley-Stevens - Town Councillor
Anne Thorp - Town Councillor
Colin Houghton - Town Councillor
Jill Skinner - Town Councillor
Wendy Bensley - Town Councillor
Richard Bishop - Town Clerk

Second contact
Please provide details for a second contact who is willing to be contacted regarding this application if
the main contact cannot be reached.
Title
Mr
Forename/s
Richard
Surname
Bishop
Position in organisation
Town Clerk
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Daytime phone
01760 722922
Email
townclerk@swaffhamtowncouncil.gov.uk

Section 2 - About the project
Which Fund are you applying to?
Tell us which Breckland Fund you are applying to (Match Funding Large grant, Match Funding Small
grant or Pride Funding) - please make sure you have read the guidance for the Fund you have chosen.
Match Funding Large Grant

Ownership and permissions
Please complete this section if you are applying for funds to carry out building or ground works,
including repairs and improvements, or installing permanent fixtures such as play equipment.
Does your organisation own the building/ land in question?
Yes
If NO, please tell us who owns the site, and how your organisation has responsibility for it - for example if
you hold a lease please tell us how long is remaining on the agreement
Does your project need any permissions to proceed? For example planning or change of use permissions, a
faculty or similar - if YES please provide details below and send evidence that this is in place along with your
completed application.
No planning permission required.

Project Details
Project name
Recreation Ground MUGA
Project / funding start date
01/03/2017

Project / funding end date
01/05/2017

What area will your project benefit?
Breckland
Which area (estate, town, village, borough) do most of the people who benefit come from?
Swaffham
Please provide a postcode which best represents the geographical area you will benefit.
PE37 7DQ
What is the grant required for? Please describe your planned project/ activity.
To provide a Multi Use Games area (MUGA) on an existing hard court area that requires
renovation. The hard surface area will have markings for various sports such as football,
cricket, netball and basketball as well as a range of facilities which may include a street
snooker games wall, five-a-side goals, target square, cricket wicket, lollipop style target
hoops.
Who will benefit from this project and how?
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As a community with higher than County average levels of deprivation and poor health,
Swaffham residents and young people will benefit greatly from a free to use sports
facility. Whilst there are some good sports clubs offering organised activities, there is a
lack of facilities for young people to gather and take part in informal sport and games.
The Recreation ground has been a very well used space, in a town that is lacking open
spaces, however the facilities have become unfit for purpose and both the skatepark
and hard court area are now without equipment.
We envisage that the primary beneficiaries will be young people aged from 8 through to
young adults who are more likely to use the facilities. This will lead to benefitting
residents as a whole as free sports facilities help to sustain communities and make
Swaffham an attractive place to live.
Over the last summer we have received a number of calls and enquiries in to the Town
Council office from young people, parents and residents asking when the facilities of this
area are going to be replaced and improved. There are many people in the town who at
one time or another have used the Rec for sport and recreation, and they want to see
this continue for the next generation.

From neighbourhood statistics provided by the Office for National Statistics, deprivation
in Swaffham is above the county average, 66.6%of households are deprived in one or
more dimension of employment, education, health and disability, and housing and
29.6% in two or more dimensions, compared with 58.6% and 24.6% respectively in
Norfolk.
General health in Swaffham is worse than the county average. 73.3% of people describe
their health as good or very good, compared with 79.3% in Norfolk and 7.6% as bad or
very bad as against 5.6% in Norfolk.
Swaffham is worse than the county average for those with long term health problems or
disabilities. 12% said their daily activities were limited a lot, compared with 9.1% in
Norfolk and 3.8% of 16-64 year old (3.5% in Norfolk). The level of children (aged under
16) in poverty is higher than the Norfolk average. The proportion of working age adults
claiming job seekers allowance in Swaffham is higher than the Norfolk average.
How do you know this project is needed, and that people want it?
When the idea to improve the recreation ground was first explored a consultation event
was held at the site of the existing skatepark and hard court area. This was a joint
venture with Swaffham Town Council and Sk8 Mob - a group that was established by
local young people with the sole aim of developing the skate park and a MUGA on the
potential suppliers of equipment. Attendees helped to develop a specification with
preferred options. Recent further consultation has been undertaken, led by the Sk8 Mob.
A questionnaire was developed asking about the potential use of the site and what
facilities young people would like to see on the recreation ground. 239 people between
the ages of 6 and 20 completed the survey. Of these 173 said they would use the
MUGA, and 147 would get involved with any activities organised at the Recreation
Ground. We also were given lots of ideas on the sports to include - Football, Cricket,
Basketball, lots of games and colourful equipment were all on the wish list.
If this is a large match funding application (over £5,000) please describe how your project will be financially
and environmentally sustainable and maintained in the future
The Town Council are committed to developing the Recreation Ground. A the moment
the unused hard court area is deteriorating, becoming unsightly and is not of any benefit
to the users of the park. By re-using the existing hard surface this will keep costs down.
In the long term the Council will maintain the site in the same way as it maintains other
play areas in the town, this will be budgeted for in yearly maintenance budgets.
What, if any safety issues are related to your project or activity? If your project is working with children,
young people under the age of 18 or vulnerable adult, how will they be kept safe?
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The safety issues relating to the project include the works in building the facility and the
maintenance of the facility.
The Town Council will ensure that any contractor appointed will have all relevant
insurances and follow safe working practices - undertaking risk assessments and
producing method statements for the works.
In the long term, safety of the facility will be monitored and any issues dealt with in the
same way as all the equipment on the Recreation Ground. This is by inspection once a
year by a play and sports equipment specialist. Supplemented by daily inspections by
the Council

Alignment with Breckland Council Objectives
Please explain how the project contributes towards the Council objectives you have identified
Support groups and organisations to provide a range of local facilities within their
communities which further improve learning opportunities, community health and
community wellbeing.
The provision of a MUGA will contribute to meeting this Breckland Council objective,
particularly by addressing improved opportunities for community health and wellbeing.
There are no other free to access and use facilities in Swaffham for young people over 8
years of age.
The following information has been taken from the Breckland Youth Advisory Board
Young Person's Needs Analysis 2016-17 - Exercise has been proven to raise well
being, develop team work, confidence and much more. In the research 'Ways to well
Being' it identified that young people were significantly happier if they participated in
individual sports, team sports or cycling. In Breckland there has been challenges
identified with young people's mental health with an estimated 1,630 young people aged
5-16 years living with a mental health problem. (Breckland District profile 2015) It has
also been identified that in Swaffham obesity rates are significantly high with 40% of
young people aged 10/11 years overweight. It can also be estimated that this affects
4,750 young people aged 5-15 years (Breckland District Profile).
Our local youth group 'Youthie', run by youth worker Sally Palmer, have been heavily
involved with the development of this project and have plans to use any new facilities on
the Recreation Ground. Sally feels that the MUGA will be particularly beneficial for those
young people who do not want to join an organised club sport for reasons that may
include, not feeling 'good enough' for club sport or they may prefer to take part in
alternative games and sports. A MUGA will provide a space for traditional sports and
more unconventional games. Youthie members are very imaginative with their games
from human hungry hippos to wet rounders and look forward to utilising this space!
Work with our partners to reduce and prevent crime and anti-social behaviour and
protect the community and environment.
There have been a number of incidents of anti-social behaviour and vandalism in
Swaffham Town Centre and on the Recreation Ground over the last few months.
Swaffham Town Council hope that by providing a sports and recreation facility that is fit
for purpose and attractive to users this might divert some people from these types of
behaviour. Sport England have identified in their Spacial Planning Policy that it is
'important in avoiding potential abuse of facilities that all age groups in the community
are provided for adequately and the need for youth gathering and socialising recognised
with appropriate facilities included in a positive way.'
Sport England also state 'The principle contribution of sport to community safety is
through crime reduction, particularly youth offending. Whilst no direct relationship
between participation in sport and crime reduction has been established there is
anecdotal evidence of its contribution. Sport provides a sense of purpose and distraction
to those more inclined to take part in harmful or anti-social behaviour, and is a
component of a series of measures which help to manage these problems.'

Project Budget
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How much money are you applying for?
14000
What is the total cost of the project?
75000
Have you already secured other funding for this project?
Yes
If YES, how much has been raised so far?
61
Please provide details of this other funding and/or details of applications to other grant schemes yet to be
confirmed
£49,000 - Wren Bid successful October 2016 - this is dependent on the success of this
bid
£12,000 - Breckland Sport and Play fund successful October 2016
*£5,267.50 - identified as money raised so far is the third party funding donation required
by Wren, this will be funded by the Town Council

Staff Costs - people who will be paid to help deliver your project
Requested amount
0
Total cost
0

Breakdown
Swaffham Town Council staff will be responsible for commissioning the work to put the
MUGA in place. There will also be promotion of the new facilities. These activities will
incur staffing and administration costs. These costs will be absorbed by Swaffham Town
Council.

Volunteer Costs
For example, volunteer expenses and training
Requested amount
0
Total cost
0

Breakdown
Volunteers have been involved in the consultation process as well as fund raising, they
will also be integral to promotion and any opening event. Any costs associated with
volunteers will be met by Swaffham Town Council.

Operational/activity costs
For example, hiring a venue or providing transport for participants
Requested amount

Breakdown

Total cost
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Office, overhead, premises costs
For example, paying for utilities or a contribution to administration / management support
Requested amount

Breakdown

Total cost

Capital costs
Things you will buy, for example materials or equipment, or cost of building works - please note
quotes/ estimates should be provided
Requested amount
14000
Total cost
75000

Breakdown
quote attached

Publicity costs
Costs of promoting your project, for example printing leaflets or posters
Requested amount

Breakdown

Total cost

Other costs
Please specify any costs that have not been included under any of the headings above
Requested amount

Breakdown

Total cost
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Section 3 - Impact: How your project will make a difference
Select a category from the drop down list below that best describes the impact that your project will have (the
difference it will make).
Advance people's physical and mental health, wellbeing and safety
Select the primary outcome for your project or activity - you may choose up to 3 if you wish using the boxes below
Increase access to sport, exercise and leisure activities

Beneficiaries
How many people will benefit from this funding?
1440
Please tell us how you have estimated this figure - for example, it may be based on bookings, memberships,
audiences or visitors to date
We have based the estimated usage on the figures for the use of the Skatepark on the
same site. The consultation has led us to believe that there will be a large cross over of
young people using both of these developments.
Primary Beneficiary - Select a single option to represent the primary beneficiary group for this grant
Children and young people
Please list any other beneficiary groups who will benefit from your grant
Black, Asian and minority ethnic

Carers

Ex-offenders/offenders/At risk of offending

Families/Parents/Lone parents

Homeless people

Lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgendered groups

Local residents

Long-term unemployed

Men

Not in education, employment and training (NEET 16-24)

Older people

People in care or suffering serious illness

People living in poverty

People with alcohol/drug addictions

People with learning difficulties

People with low skill levels

People with mental health issues

People with multiple disabilities

People with physical difficulties

Refugees/asylum seekers /immigrants

Victims of crime/violence/abuse

Women

Ethnicity
Primary ethnic group - select a single option to represent the primary ethnic group for this grant
All ethnicities
Please list any other ethnic groups who will benefit from your grant:
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African

Any other

Asian and Asian British

Asian and White

Bangladeshi

Black African and White

Black Caribbean and White

Black and Black British

Caribbean

Chinese

Chinese or other group

Indian

Mixed

Other Asian

Other Black

Other Mixed Ethnicity

Other White

Pakistani

White

White British

White East European

White Gypsies and Travellers

White Irish

Issues
Primary issue - select a single option to represent the primary issue that will be addressed by this grant
Sport and recreation
Please list any other issues that will be addressed by this grant
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Anti-social behaviour

Arts, culture and heritage

Bullying

Caring responsibilities

Counselling/Advice/Mentoring

Crime and safety

Disability and access issues

Domestic violence

Economy

Education, learning and training

Emergency/Rescue services

Employment and labour

Environment and improving surroundings

Financial exclusion and financial illiteracy

Gangs

Harmful practice

Health, wellbeing and serious illness

Homelessness

Housing

IT / Technology

Language, culture and racial integration

Mental health

Offending/At risk of offending

Poverty and disadvantage

Refugees/Asylum/Immigration

Religion

Renewable energies and recycling

Rural issues

Sexual abuse

Social inclusion and fairness

Stigma/Discrimination

Stronger communities/Community support and development

Substance abuse and addiction

Supporting family life

Violence and Exploitation

Age Groups
Please indicate the primary age group that will benefit from this grant
Young people (13-18)
Please list any other applicable age groups for your grant.
Adults (26-65)

All ages

Children (5-12)

Early years (0-4)

Seniors (65+)

Young adults (19-25)

Section 4 - Supporting information and Declaration
Supporting Documents
To complete your application, you are required to submit supporting information that provides evidence of
how your organisation is set up, and details of your project.
Along with your online application we also require you to submit copies of the following:
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A copy of your constitution of governing document
A copy of your most recent annual accounts (or current financial statement if your organisation has been
operating for less than 1 year)
A copy of a recent bank statement
Evidence that you have consulted with the community
Evidence of match funding
A copy of relevant safeguarding policies if your project involves work with children or vulnerable adults
Copies of quotes, estimates or other evidence of costs if applying for funds to pay for equipment, building
works, services or similar (preferably three for each service/product)
For projects involving building works or installations of e.g. of sports/play equipment - evidence that planning
permission/ other relevant permissions are in place or that they are not required
A location map (for projects involving building works or installations of e.g. of sports/play equipment
A business plan (for projects with a total cost of over £50,000)
A copy of your equal opportunities policy/statement
If you have electronic copies available, these documents can be uploaded by following the 'Add Document'
link below which will guide you to the Attachments upload function at the end of this form. Please then
upload the documents as prompted.
If you prefer to send some or all of these documents separately by post or email, please check the box below,
and ensure that all the information required is submitted to Norfolk Community Foundation clearly stating the
name of the organisation and the Fund you are applying for.
If you do not have all of the documents listed above, or are able to provide a link to view some of your
evidence online, please provide details in the box below.
If you have provided documents such as the constitution and policies to Norfolk Community Foundation with
previous applications and no changes have been made, there is no need to provide further copies - where
this is the case please also note in the box below. Please note this only applies to documents that are not
updated regularly.
If you have any questions about the supporting information required, please contact the Grants Team on
01603 623958 or email grants@norfolkfoundation.com
Documents to follow in post to Norfolk Community Foundation, St James Mill, Whitefriars, Norwich NR3 1TN or by
email to grants@norfolkfoundation.com
Yes
Add document
You can use this space to provide links to items you wish to purchase with your grant, or to enable us to
view documents online. Also tell us if you believe we hold current copies of your organisation's constitution
and policies.
From a bid to the Sport and Play fund NCF hold copies of
Bank Statement
Annual Accounts
Safeguarding Policy
Equal Opportunities Policy
Location Plan of the Rec in Swaffham
letters of support from the community an Baroness Sheppard for the MUGA and
Skatepark
Recreation Ground Survey Form May 16 and results of survey.

Declaration
Please enter your name and position below to confirm that you accept the following conditions:
1.
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1. I am authorised to make the application on behalf of the above organisation.
2. I certify that the information in this application is correct.
3. If the information in the application changes in any way I will inform Norfolk Community Foundation
immediately.
4. I give permission for Norfolk Community Foundation to record the information in this form electronically and
to contact my organisation by phone, mail or email with information about its activities and about funding
opportunities.
5. I agree to participate in monitoring, auditing and evaluation related to these funds - you can find out more
about how Norfolk Community Foundation monitors grants at
www.norfolkfoundation.com/apply/funding-for-non-profits/monitoring/
Norfolk Community Foundation would like to follow up on successful applicants and potentially feature them in our
publicity. Please tick this box to confirm that, if your application is successful, you are willing to take part in publicity
activities.
Yes
Declaration - Please enter your name
Claire Smith
Position in organisation
Deputy Town Clerk
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Breckland Community Funding Application
Form
Section 1 - About the organisation applying
Organisation name and address details
Name of the organisation applying
Beeston Playing Field
Address of your organisation
Street
Back Lane
Town/City
Beeston
County
Norfolk
Postcode
PE32 2NN
Website
Telephone
01328 598098
Email address
fionajanecrump@gmail.com

Main Contact Person
These are the details that will be used for correspondence purposes.
Title
Mrs
Surname
Allen

Forename(s)
Anita

Position in organisation
Trustee
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Daytime Phone
01328 701581
Home Phone
01328 701581
Mobile Phone
07879 415386
Email
anita.kevin@btinternet.com
Use organisation's address for correspondence
Street
Town/City
Beeston
County
Norfolk
Postcode
PE32 2NF

Organisation Start Date
Please estimate if exact date is not known - please select earliest date if your organisation predates
the options given.
Month
10

Year
1974

What type of organisation are you?
Please select as many as appropriate. For companies, CICs and Social Enterprises, please note your
constitution/ articles should show a clear social purpose, and information about how you distribute
profit to fulfil these aims.
268730

A registered charity

Company limited by guarantees

Unincorporated club or association

Community interest company

Other

Purpose of organisation
Please briefly describe the overall aims and objectives of your organisation and the activities or services
your organisation provides
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The provision and maintenance of a village hall and playing field for the use of the
inhabitants of the parish of Beeston without distinction of political, religious or other
options, including use for meetings, lectures and classes, and for other forms of
recreation and leisure time occupation, with the object of improving the conditions of life
for the said inhabitants.

Staffing and volunteers
How many of each of the following are involved in the organisation?
Full time staff / workers
Volunteers (excluding management

0

Part time staff / workers

0

8

committee)

Management committee
8
Members (excluding management committee)
8

Income of your organisation
Total income in the most recent accounting year
7432.87
What are your organisation's current unrestricted reserves?
900

Banking details
Please provide details of the organisation's bank account
Bank account name
Beeston Playing Field Committee
Bank account number
40153710
Bank sort code
202820
How many signatures are required to authorise payments from the organisation's account?
2
Names of signatories, and their roles in the organisation
Fiona Crump, Treasurer
Clive Parke, Chairperson
Linda Walpole, Trustee

Second contact
Please provide details for a second contact who is willing to be contacted regarding this application if
the main contact cannot be reached.
Title
Mrs
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Forename/s
Fiona
Surname
Crump
Position in organisation
Treasurer
Daytime phone
01328 598098
Email
fionajanecrump@gmail.com

Section 2 - About the project
Which Fund are you applying to?
Tell us which Breckland Fund you are applying to (Match Funding Large grant, Match Funding Small
grant or Pride Funding) - please make sure you have read the guidance for the Fund you have chosen.
Match Funding Large grant

Ownership and permissions
Please complete this section if you are applying for funds to carry out building or ground works,
including repairs and improvements, or installing permanent fixtures such as play equipment.
Does your organisation own the building/ land in question?
Yes
If NO, please tell us who owns the site, and how your organisation has responsibility for it - for example if
you hold a lease please tell us how long is remaining on the agreement
Does your project need any permissions to proceed? For example planning or change of use permissions, a
faculty or similar - if YES please provide details below and send evidence that this is in place along with your
completed application.
No - copy of e-mail from Capita - planning department - previously sent.
Permitted Development under Class A, Part 12 of development by local authorities,
section A.2
"The reference in Class A to any small ancillary building, works or equipment is a
reference to any ancillary building, works or equipment not exceeding 4 metres in height
or 200 cubic metres in capacity"
The maximum height of any of our proposed playground equipment is the platform of the
zip wire which is 4 metres high.

Project Details
Project name
Let's Play! The Beeston Playground project
Project / funding start date
29/02/2016

Project / funding end date
30/04/2017

What area will your project benefit?
Breckland
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Which area (estate, town, village, borough) do most of the people who benefit come from?
Beeston
Please provide a postcode which best represents the geographical area you will benefit.
PE32 2NN
What is the grant required for? Please describe your planned project/ activity.
Our ‘Let’s Play!’ project is about providing a range of new, modern and vibrant play
equipment to the playing field in Beeston. Our existing playground is very limited,
outdated and the equipment is between 15 - 35 years old.
First, we want to provide a range of new play equipment that is exciting, challenging and
fun to encourage children to relish playing outdoors. We want our project to foster in
children a love of fresh air and we believe this will promote the benefits of an active and
healthy way of life. We feel that all children learn through outdoor play and that it feeds
the imagination and builds friendships and encourages collaborative and inclusive fun.
Importantly, our ‘Let’s Play’ project is to provide a safe and secure area for adventurous
and enjoyable play for children of all age as we are acutely aware of the particular
hazards around Beeston; the working farms, the industrialised areas, open quarries and
heavy through traffic to the A47.
Our ‘Let’s Play!’ project is about providing play equipment to help bring the whole
community together. Beeston is a busy, family-based village and we have ambitions for
our new play equipment to be a social hub; providing a place to relax for busy families,
bringing different generations together and providing a meeting place for all ages. We
believe this new facility will promote mental well-being and social cohesion. We believe
our ‘Let’s Play’ project will create an attractive and modern asset to the thriving village of
Beeston to be enjoyed by residents’ families, the many visitors who use the village hall
facilities for social and sporting functions and for families from the surrounding
communities.
Whilst our project is about providing new play equipment we are planning on
incorporating, maintaining and enhancing existing items. We are keen to explore
opportunities to incorporate natural play and we will use designs to make our play area
as inclusive as possible.
We have used suggestions taken from our questionnaires and when we achieve our
target we are hoping to add the following pieces of equipment:
30m zip wire for all ages
2m platform midi hex climber incorporating slide, for children over 6
1m platform Toddler tower incorporating slide for children under 6
1.2m nest swing for all ages
2 further items to add to existing trim trail – 12 log stepping log snake and zig zag
balance beam
Who will benefit from this project and how?
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* All residents of Beeston will benefit from the project. An attractive, modern play area is
an asset to the whole community and is an indicator of a well-resourced and organised
local administration.
* Children of all ages in Beeston will benefit from the exciting, free, new outdoor play
opportunities that would be easily accessible. Being a rural community there are
currently very few, safe facilities available for children.
* Parents, grandparents and carers of children in Beeston and the surrounding
communities will benefit from this project as a well resourced play area is a free facility
available throughout the whole year and is easily accessed by all.
* The parents of children, and the children themselves, at Beeston’s growing primary
school will benefit as it will be a place to unwind after school and foster friendships
between pupils and parents.
* Users/Hirers of the village hall attending events/regular meetings and the local sports
clubs which use Beeston playing field will benefit from the facility. In particular, Beeston
Cricket Club and the junior cricket club. Throughout the summer months the cricket club
use the playing field several times a week for both practice and weekly matches when
the cricket players from both Beeston and the opposing teams bring their families and
children to the playing field who also use the play area.
In addition, the Beeston Rainbow and Brownie groups meet at the Village Hall once a
week and regularly use the Playing Field and Playground during their meetings.
Another local community group who are frequently using our facilities are the Beeston
Ploughshare Community pub group. They are supported greatly by a lot of the local
residents who all attend the fundraising events and again bring along their families who
use the play area.
* We also hope to attract more visitors from the neighbouring communities especially
some in the immediate vicinity who do not have any play areas within their own parish.
How do you know this project is needed, and that people want it?
* Initially, Beeston Primary School was asked to find out what children thought of the
play area as it is at present and to give ideas and suggestions about ways to make it
better. Year 6 pupils designed the questionnaire and fed back their results and these
have been incorporated into our proposals.
* Secondly, a questionnaire about the play area was posted to all Beeston residents and
distributed through the school. The results of these have again been incorporated and it
has raised the profile of the project and there have been pledges of support.
* A public consultation meeting was held at the play area with the Parish Council and
local councillors present along with other interested parties to look at the proposals and
offer ideas and suggestions.
If this is a large match funding application (over £5,000) please describe how your project will be financially
and environmentally sustainable and maintained in the future
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Our Let's Play! Beeston Playground Project is environmentally and financially
sustainable for the following reasons:
* We are purchasing high quality, guaranteed play equipment that is made from
sustainably sourced materials (all timber is fsc certificated) from a local supplier
* Our project is to work with the existing play equipment, some of which is already
recycled, such as the tractor tyres. The rest of the play equipment has been carefully
and regularly maintained by a well-established team of volunteers.
* Our project is to work with the natural, rural environment that we enjoy. It is a grassy
site, with trees for shade and we are keen to incorporate these areas of natural play into
our project to encourage imaginative and adventurous play. .
* Our project is to keep the play area fresh, simple and stripped down - so it is not
over-complicated, over-tidy or fussy which would require high levels of maintenance
* Our playground project is financially supported by the Beeston Village Hall and Playing
Field committee, a long established and well managed organisation. The running
expenses will be covered by hire fees, an annual donation from Beeston Parish Council,
credits from Norfolk County Council for our three recycling bins of glass, textiles & paper
and our regular programme of fundraising events. A surplus of funds is usually achieved
and there is a reserve of funds; currently £3500 based on our predicted annual normal
expenditure.
What, if any safety issues are related to your project or activity? If your project is working with children,
young people under the age of 18 or vulnerable adult, how will they be kept safe?
* Our project is supported by the Beeston Playing Fields Committee which is a
long-established, stable, well managed organisation. Our existing play ground has been
ably managed, maintained by the committee and annually inspected by RoSPA. The
most recent inspection was undertaken in June 2016, a copy of this can be provided if
required. An additional inspection will be undertaken once the new equipment has been
installed. We also have in place a Play Equipment Policy outlining our aims to ensure
the play area and equipment is maintained to a high standard and safe to use.
* All equipment supplied will meet European Safety standard BS EN 1176 and all safety
surfacing supplied will meet European Safety standard BS EN 1177
* Our current insurance policy is with Aon UK Limited reference VH/M/000939. This was
renewed on 10 August. We have received a quote from them to cover the new play
equipment and will commence this cover once our new play area is completed.

Alignment with Breckland Council Objectives
Please explain how the project contributes towards the Council objectives you have identified
Our ‘Let’s Play!’ Project is fully aligned with Breckland Council’s objective to “support
groups and organisations to provide a range of local facilities within their communities
which further improve learning opportunities, community health and community
wellbeing”. We believe by creating an exciting, outdoor playground in Beeston we will
increase the opportunity for children in our community to enjoy and benefit from the
physical, mental and social effects of outdoor play. Our proposed facility is free, is easily
accessible by all, at all times. We also anticipate that our proposal will improve social
cohesion in our community by providing a happy meeting place for busy families and
visitors.
In addition, our project meets Breckland’s objective to “work with partners and local
communities to make public spaces cleaner, greener and safe”. We are proposing to
develop and modernise our play area in a safe, environmentally sustainable way. Our
chosen equipment is ethically produced. It compliments our existing play equipment,
and more importantly, it enhances the grassy, natural and rural aspect of our site,
increasing the scope for our children’s physical and imaginative play. Vitally, our
proposal is for a safe and secure area for children of all ages to play, in contrast to the
many hazardous areas in Beeston: working farms, industrialised areas; open quarries
and busy roads.

Project Budget
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How much money are you applying for?
7910
What is the total cost of the project?
26366.84
Have you already secured other funding for this project?
Yes
If YES, how much has been raised so far?
11230
Please provide details of this other funding and/or details of applications to other grant schemes yet to be
confirmed
Funds already received/granted:
£700.00 from previous years fundraising
£200.00 from EDP Community Chest appeal received in June 2016
£500.00 from HSBC Employee Charity £1 for £1 funding received in July 2016
£500.00 from 2016 Beeston Summer Fete held on 1 July 2016
£5280.00 granted from Dudgeon Community Fund September 2016
£2050.00 Breckland Council Outdoor Sport and Play Fund October 2016
£2000.00 Norfolk Playing Fields Association October 2016
Further Grant applications in process:
£1000.00 Dulverton Trust (awaiting decision October/November)
£3000.00 The Geoffrey Watling Charity – application in progress
£3000.00 The John Jarrold Trust – application in progress
Any remaining funds required will be fundraised by ongoing events at the Village Hall
such as Christmas Bingo and Children Activities/Crafts event to be held in November.
We are also in the process of contacting all the local businesses in Beeston to ask for
donations towards our project.

Staff Costs - people who will be paid to help deliver your project
Requested amount
0
Total cost
0

Breakdown

Volunteer Costs
For example, volunteer expenses and training
Requested amount
0
Total cost
0

Breakdown
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Operational/activity costs
For example, hiring a venue or providing transport for participants
Requested amount
0
Total cost
0

Breakdown

Office, overhead, premises costs
For example, paying for utilities or a contribution to administration / management support
Requested amount
0
Total cost
0

Breakdown

Capital costs
Things you will buy, for example materials or equipment, or cost of building works - please note
quotes/ estimates should be provided
Requested amount
7910
Total cost
26366.84

Breakdown
Play Equipment:
30m Zip Wire £4200.00
Safagrass Matting for zip wire £2047.50
1.2m "Nest" Swing in Single Bay frame £1695.00
Safagrass matting for swing £780.00
2m platform Midi Hex Climber £7150.00
Safagrass matting £2681.25
1m Toddler tower climber £2220.00
Safagrass matting £195.00
Zig zag balance beam £365.00
Stepping log snake of 12 logs £330.00
Delivery and installation £2475.00
less 10% discount on Equipment and Safagrass matting - £2166.38
plus 20% VAT £4394.47
TOTAL £26,366.84

promoting your project, for example printing leaflets or posters
Requested amount
0
Total cost
0

Breakdown

Other costs
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Please specify any costs that have not been included under any of the headings above
Requested amount
0
Total cost
0

Breakdown

Section 3 - Impact: How your project will make a difference
Select a category from the drop down list below that best describes the impact that your project will have (the
difference it will make).
Transform access to, and engagement with, the environment and public spaces
Select the primary outcome for your project or activity - you may choose up to 3 if you wish using the boxes below
Improve quality of local environment and public space

Beneficiaries
How many people will benefit from this funding?
700
Please tell us how you have estimated this figure - for example, it may be based on bookings, memberships,
audiences or visitors to date
600 residents of Beeston in 223 households, 125 of these are under the age of 16 and a
further 35 under the age of 20, equalling 26.5% of the residents are our main target
audience of children/youths. If we include their parents/grandparents this facility could
benefit the majority of Beeston.
We have also estimated that there are at least a third of the children at Beeston Primary
School who do not live in Beeston but will benefit from the playground - c.30
Visitors from neighbouring parishes who will regularly visit our new improved facility
could add at least a further 50-100 children with their families.
Figures taken from the Rural community profile for Beeston with Bittering (Parish)
produced from information taken from the 2011 census by Action with Communities in
Rural England (ACRE) Rural evidence project in October 2013, also Electoral roll figures
in December 2015.
Primary Beneficiary - Select a single option to represent the primary beneficiary group for this grant
Children and young people
Please list any other beneficiary groups who will benefit from your grant
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Black, Asian and minority ethnic

Carers

Ex-offenders/offenders/At risk of offending

Families/Parents/Lone parents

Homeless people

Lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgendered groups

Local residents

Long-term unemployed

Men

Not in education, employment and training (NEET 16-24)

Older people

People in care or suffering serious illness

People living in poverty

People with alcohol/drug addictions

People with learning difficulties

People with low skill levels

People with mental health issues

People with multiple disabilities

People with physical difficulties

Refugees/asylum seekers /immigrants

Victims of crime/violence/abuse

Women

Ethnicity
Primary ethnic group - select a single option to represent the primary ethnic group for this grant
All ethnicities
Please list any other ethnic groups who will benefit from your grant:
African

Any other

Asian and Asian British

Asian and White

Bangladeshi

Black African and White

Black Caribbean and White

Black and Black British

Caribbean

Chinese

Chinese or other group

Indian

Mixed

Other Asian

Other Black

Other Mixed Ethnicity

Other White

Pakistani

White

White British

White East European

White Gypsies and Travellers

White Irish

Issues
Primary issue - select a single option to represent the primary issue that will be addressed by this grant
Sport and recreation
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Please list any other issues that will be addressed by this grant
Anti-social behaviour

Arts, culture and heritage

Bullying

Caring responsibilities

Counselling/Advice/Mentoring

Crime and safety

Disability and access issues

Domestic violence

Economy

Education, learning and training

Emergency/Rescue services

Employment and labour

Environment and improving surroundings

Financial exclusion and financial illiteracy

Gangs

Harmful practice

Health, wellbeing and serious illness

Homelessness

Housing

IT / Technology

Language, culture and racial integration

Mental health

Offending/At risk of offending

Poverty and disadvantage

Refugees/Asylum/Immigration

Religion

Renewable energies and recycling

Rural issues

Sexual abuse

Social inclusion and fairness

Stigma/Discrimination

Stronger communities/Community support and development

Substance abuse and addiction

Supporting family life

Violence and Exploitation

Age Groups
Please indicate the primary age group that will benefit from this grant
All ages
Please list any other applicable age groups for your grant.
Adults (26-65)

Children (5-12)

Early years (0-4)

Seniors (65+)

Young adults (19-25)

Young people (13-18)

Section 4 - Supporting information and Declaration
Supporting Documents
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To complete your application, you are required to submit supporting information that provides evidence of
how your organisation is set up, and details of your project.
Along with your online application we also require you to submit copies of the following:
A copy of your constitution of governing document
A copy of your most recent annual accounts (or current financial statement if your organisation has been
operating for less than 1 year)
A copy of a recent bank statement
Evidence that you have consulted with the community
Evidence of match funding
A copy of relevant safeguarding policies if your project involves work with children or vulnerable adults
Copies of quotes, estimates or other evidence of costs if applying for funds to pay for equipment, building
works, services or similar (preferably three for each service/product)
For projects involving building works or installations of e.g. of sports/play equipment - evidence that planning
permission/ other relevant permissions are in place or that they are not required
A location map (for projects involving building works or installations of e.g. of sports/play equipment
A business plan (for projects with a total cost of over £50,000)
A copy of your equal opportunities policy/statement
If you have electronic copies available, these documents can be uploaded by following the 'Add Document'
link below which will guide you to the Attachments upload function at the end of this form. Please then
upload the documents as prompted.
If you prefer to send some or all of these documents separately by post or email, please check the box below,
and ensure that all the information required is submitted to Norfolk Community Foundation clearly stating the
name of the organisation and the Fund you are applying for.
If you do not have all of the documents listed above, or are able to provide a link to view some of your
evidence online, please provide details in the box below.
If you have provided documents such as the constitution and policies to Norfolk Community Foundation with
previous applications and no changes have been made, there is no need to provide further copies - where
this is the case please also note in the box below. Please note this only applies to documents that are not
updated regularly.
If you have any questions about the supporting information required, please contact the Grants Team on
01603 623958 or email grants@norfolkfoundation.com
Documents to follow in post to Norfolk Community Foundation, St James Mill, Whitefriars, Norwich NR3 1TN or by
email to grants@norfolkfoundation.com
Yes
Add document
You can use this space to provide links to items you wish to purchase with your grant, or to enable us to
view documents online. Also tell us if you believe we hold current copies of your organisation's constitution
and policies.
Previously submitted in August 2016:
A copy of our constitution of governing document
A copy of our most recent annual accounts
A copy of a recent bank statement
Evidence that we have consulted with the community
Copies of quotes for playground equipment
Evidence that planning permission is not required
A location map (for projects involving installations of e.g. of play equipment)
A copy of our equal opportunities policy/statement
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Declaration
Please enter your name and position below to confirm that you accept the following conditions:
1. I am authorised to make the application on behalf of the above organisation.
2. I certify that the information in this application is correct.
3. If the information in the application changes in any way I will inform Norfolk Community Foundation
immediately.
4. I give permission for Norfolk Community Foundation to record the information in this form electronically and
to contact my organisation by phone, mail or email with information about its activities and about funding
opportunities.
5. I agree to participate in monitoring, auditing and evaluation related to these funds - you can find out more
about how Norfolk Community Foundation monitors grants at
www.norfolkfoundation.com/apply/funding-for-non-profits/monitoring/
Norfolk Community Foundation would like to follow up on successful applicants and potentially feature them in our
publicity. Please tick this box to confirm that, if your application is successful, you are willing to take part in publicity
activities.
Yes
Declaration - Please enter your name
Mrs Anita Allen
Position in organisation
Trustee
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BRECKLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL
Report of:

Deputy Leader, Executive Member Strategy, Governance & Transformation,
Councillor Sam Chapman-Allen

To:

Cabinet – 3rd January 2017

Author:

Greg Pearson – Corporate Improvement and Performance Manager

Subject:

Performance Overview Report – Quarter 2 2016/17

Purpose:

To provide an update on Council performance for the period 1st July 2016 to
30th September 2016

Recommendation(s):
1)

To note the content of the report

1.0

BACKGROUND

1.1

The Quarter 2 Performance Report (Appendix A) provides Members and residents with
information about the Council’s delivery against its Corporate Priorities and on the Council’s
Corporate Health. This covering report presents a summary of the status of the Council’s
key indicators.

1.2

Areas of success, where performance has improved from Quarter 1, are brought to
Members’ attention, as are areas of concern where performance is below anticipated
outcomes or is considered to be worsening. These areas of performance were discussed
at Performance Board on 27th October 2016. Actions agreed are included in the summary
below.

1.3

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

1.4

Current status of key performance indicators (above): Quarter 2’s performance is
assessed as ‘fair’ with 11 indicators (64.71%) marked ‘Green’, meaning that performance is
very good and is meeting or exceeding the achievable standard. 2 indicators (11.76%) are
‘Amber’ meaning performance in these areas is at acceptable levels between the minimum
and achievable standards. 3 indicators (17.65%) are ‘Red’, meaning performance is poor
and not achieving the minimum standard.

1.5

1 indicator (5.88%) is classed as unknown as the data was unavailable, this refers to the
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indicator for missed waste collections; the number of bins that were not collected when
presented by residents. This information is currently unavailable following the
implementation of new software by Serco. The Environmental Services team are working
with Serco to ensure this information is provided in the future and is looking to be available
at the start of the new financial year.
1.6

AREAS OF SUCCESS

1.7

Performance in the Customer Contact team has improved over the last quarter to bring
both the % of calls abandoned and average wait time in seconds out of the red status and
into amber and green status respectively. % of calls abandoned was marginally over the
target of 10.1% at 10.77%, this is a huge improvement on the 28.17% at Q2 of 2015/16.
Average wait time in seconds has now reduced to 76.67 seconds for Q2 against a target of
150. Again a vast reduction from the 237 seconds on Q2 of 2015/16.

1.8

Commercial property occupancy rates continue to perform well at 98% compared to a
target of 90%. The high rates of occupancy means will ensure that a good level of rental
income is being received.

1.9

AREAS OF CONCERN

1.10

There are 2 finance related indicators which are currently red due to the variance from the
targets. The PFI Net Expenditure Variance indicator remains red due to a large variance
from the budgeted spend, however, this is an underspend which is due to the forecasted
inflation which is less than was expected and therefore is not currently an area of poor
performance. The second is the short term investment income forecast income which is
expected to be slightly over budget as a result of higher levels of investments for longer
periods than budgeted.

1.11

Though the residual waste per household indicator is showing as red, it is only slightly
above target and is comparable to the result at the same time last year and is in line with
other local authorities.

1.12

The remaining amber indicator is the SERCO Net Expenditure Variance which is currently
showing an underspend as the costs relating to the "price adjustment factor" have been
agreed at lower rates than anticipated, however contamination costs are still to be agreed,
so this forecast variance could change in future months.

2.0

OPTIONS

2.1

No recommendations made. Report for information and to be noted only.

3.0

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION(S)

3.1

No recommendations made. Report for information and to be noted only.

4.0

EXPECTED BENEFITS

4.1

Not applicable.

5.0

IMPLICATIONS
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5.1

Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues

5.1.1

Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues have been considered and it is the opinion of the
Report Author that there are no implications.

5.2

Constitution & Legal

5.2.1

Constitution and Legal Issues have been considered and it is the opinion of the Report
Author that there are no implications.

5.3

Contracts

5.3.1

Contracts implications have been considered and it is the opinion of the Report Author that
there are no implications.

5.4

Corporate Priorities

5.4.1

The report presents progress monitoring of performance of the corporate priorities.

5.5

Crime and Disorder

5.5.1

Crime and Disorder implications have been considered and it is the opinion of the Report
Author that there are no implications.

5.6

Equality and Diversity / Human Rights

5.6.1

Equality and Diversity / Human Rights implications have been considered and it is the
opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.

5.7

Financial

5.7.1

Financial implications have been considered and it is the opinion of the Report Author that
there are no implications.

5.8

Health & Wellbeing

5.8.1

Health & Wellbeing implications have been considered and it is the opinion of the Report
Author that there are no implications.

5.9

Risk Management

5.9.1

Risk implications have been considered and it is the opinion of the Report Author that there
are no implications.

5.10

Staffing

5.10.1 Staffing implications have been considered and it is the opinion of the Report Author that
there are no implications.
5.11

Stakeholders / Consultation / Timescales

5.12.1 Stakeholder / Consultation / Timescale implications have been considered and it is the
opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.
6.0

WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED

6.1

No Wards or Communities are affected
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7.0

ACRONYMS

7.1

EMT – Executive Management Team

Background papers:- See The Committee Report Guide
Background papers:- None
Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post:
Telephone Number:
Email:

Greg Pearson – Corporate Improvement & Performance
Manager
01362 656866
greg.pearson@breckland-sholland.gov.uk

Director / Officer who will be attending the Meeting
Name and Post:
Greg Pearson – Corporate Improvement & Performance
Manager
Key Decision:

No

Exempt Decision:

No

Appendices attached to this report:
Appendix A
Quarter 2 Performance Report
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Q2 2016/17 BDC Overview and Scrutiny Report
Generated on: 07 November 2016

Same time last Current Performance Q2
year
Portfolio Holder

Performance Indicator

Q2 2015/16

Q2 2016/17

Value

Value

Target
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Cllr Sam Chapman-Allen

% of Calls Abandoned

28.17%

10.77%

10.1%

Cllr Sam Chapman-Allen

Average Wait Time in Seconds

237

76.67

150

Cllr Mark Robinson

% of Customer Complaints Upheld - Stage 1

18.06%

38.5%

50%

Cllr Mark Robinson

% of Customer Complaints Upheld - Stage 2

0%

0%

70%

Cllr Lynda Turner

% of household waste recycled or composted

41.63%

42.18%

41.67%

Cllr Lynda Turner

Missed Waste Collections

13.67

Cllr Lynda Turner

Residual Waste per Household (kg)

43.31

43.03

39.09

Cllr Pablo Dimoglou

% Return on Cash Investment (Treasury Yield)

0.54%

0.79%

0.38%

Cllr Pablo Dimoglou

Short term investment Income Forecast

-£220,000.00

-£266,801.00

-£258,010.00

Cllr Pablo Dimoglou

SERCO Net Expenditure Variance

-6,944

-80,657

0

Cllr Pablo Dimoglou

Capita Net Expenditure Variance

-143.33

-8,961

0

1

Status

Short Trend

Same time last Current Performance Q2
year
Portfolio Holder

Performance Indicator

Q2 2015/16

Q2 2016/17

Value

Value

Target
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Cllr Pablo Dimoglou

PFI Net Expenditure Variance

261.62

-135,458

0

Cllr Sam Chapman-Allen

Staff turnover %

6.91%

1.11%

2.5%

Cllr Gordon Bambridge

Cases Prevented from Homelessness per 1,000 Households 1.5

1.1

Cllr Pablo Dimoglou

Housing Benefit LA Error Rate

0.34%

0.28%

Cllr Pablo Dimoglou

Net Business Rates receipts

£17,573,483.0 £18,356,071.0 £18,200,458.0
0
0
0

Cllr Pablo Dimoglou

Net Council Tax receipts

£34,579,673.0 £36,780,487.0 £36,207,950.0
0
0
0

Cllr Philip Cowen

Commercial Property Occupancy

98%

2

98%

0.35%

90%

Status

Short Trend

Agenda Item 10

BRECKLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL
Report of:

Lynda Turner, Executive Member of Place

To:

Cabinet – 3 January 2017

(Author:

Cassie Ruffell – Business Growth Officer)

Subject:

Market Town Initiative – Grant Confirmation

Purpose:

To approve indicative Town Action Plans as part of the Council’s
commitment to the priority of “Supporting market towns in the district to be
attractive to new businesses and visitors to the area whilst meeting the
needs of rural communities and businesses”.

Recommendation(s):
1.That members approve the indicative Town Action Plans in appendix A to enable the spend of
the allocated money of £23,017 from the Resource4Growth funds approved by Cabinet in February
2016
2. That members agree to delegate authority to the Executive Manager (Growth and Prosperity) in
consultation with the Portfolio Holder for Place to agree amendments to the Action Plans if
requested by the relevant Market Town.

1.0

BACKGROUND

1.1

Breckland’s five market towns together contain 55% of the population of the district with
a population density of 130,491 (Nomis 2011 survey). “City Population” figures show
Thetford (pop 24,833) and Dereham (pop 20,651) are the main shopping centres within
Breckland, followed by Attleborough, Swaffham and Watton and the local service centre
villages. Thetford and Dereham attract shoppers from across the district, whilst
Attleborough, Swaffham and Watton perform a more local shopping function, with a more
limited range of comparison goods retailers

1.2

The centres compete with major shopping destinations just outside the district, including
Norwich, Cambridge, Kings Lynn and Bury St Edmunds, particularly for comparison
retailing. Most noticeably, Norwich has a strong influence over the Eastern part of the
district.

1.3

A fifth of all England’s market towns are based in the East of England. Market towns are a
key feature of the regional landscape and of how its economy and society functions. In
common with many market towns in the UK, Brecklands five market towns are experiencing
a decrease in footfall. Whilst each market town has its own unique character the
challenges facing them are similar:

Threat of large out of town shopping centres

Increasing use of on-line buying

Increasing use of Click and collect
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Closure of key services such as banks
Decline in markets

.
1.4

In February 2016 Cabinet agreed to distribute the final retained funding of
Resource4Growth to the support the five market towns and consultation to be undertaken
with the market towns on their perceived needs and proposals. (Resource4Growth (R4G)
was a Community Interest Company (CIC) set up to carry on activities which benefit the
community and assist business growth. Following completion of several contracts and in
the light of changes to funding regimes the CIC was closed. However funds remained that
had been generated from the activities of the company.) Funding was allocated by
proportion of population using the census data 2011. The requirements of spend stipulate
that the money must be spent on the town centre to increase footfall and the attractiveness
of the town. The table below shows the rate distribution

TOWN
Attleborough
Dereham
Swaffham
Thetford
Watton
1.5








POPULATION
10,482
18,609
7,258
24,340
7,202
67,891

FUNDING SHARED £
3,553.70
6,308.99
2,460.67
8,251.96
2,441.68
23,017.00

The research and consultation with key stakeholders in each of the market towns, has
shown there is an interest to find a mechanism for great joint working on the ground to
support and promote Breckland’s market towns in a more targeted way. Headline results
from recent consultations indicate that the priorities for the town centre and the businesses
in terms of their needs are:
Marketing
Shop front improvements
Physical town image
Digital – website, broadband, Wi-Fi
Training
Partnerships

1.6

A number of respondents noted that increasing marketing to promote the town to visitors
had been one way in which they were responding. Planning events was seen as a way of
encouraging people into town centres. Others commented on boosting the tourism offer and
making the town a more attractive and welcoming destination. As digital becomes bigger
the need to support the businesses move forward is more essential to develop their growth,
it is also needed to meet the needs of residents and visitors as without technology towns
will not strengthen.

1.7

Another common occurring theme amongst the town’s responses was that of making
physical improvements to the town. This ranged from relatively small scale measures, such
as putting up hanging baskets and flower boxes, to larger scale improvements. The aim of
the activity was to increase towns appeal to visitors and also perhaps to boost morale
amongst residents. Relocating markets to locations where they would be more visible to
pedestrians and passing traffic was also suggested.

1.8

The proposed Town Action Plans for expenditure of the Resource4Growth funds are
contained at Appendix A. There has been extensive consultation with the Market Towns
and the plans have been developed and submitted by them.
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1.9

Breckland became a member of the Association of Town Centre Management (ATCM).
The ATCM offer a wealth of experience in supporting the renaissance of market town
centres. Extensive project research has been completed to establish interventions to
enhance the vibrancy, attractiveness and commercial success of Breckland’s five market
town centres. This has included the ATCM conducting a first impressions exercise in
Thetford and Dereham town centres to provide an overview report on topics including
overall appearance, gateway sites and signage, access and the range of business activity
present.

1.10

In April 2016 we also launched a pilot scheme for businesses rates relief in Dereham as
part of reviewing a larger scheme. The scheme was to support businesses with a reduction
of up to 80% for the first year. The scheme looks to attract investment and limit areas of
retail decline and it will be reviewed in March 2016 to assess its effectiveness.

1.11

Breckland Council will continue to develop its approach to Market Towns and a further
report will be brought forward in the New Year.

2.0

OPTIONS

2.1

Option 1 – To approve the Town Action Plans to enable the spend of the allocated money
of £23,017

2.2

Option 2 – To not approve the recommendations and ask for further review of particular
initiatives.

2.3

Option 3 – Do nothing

3.0

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION(S)

3.1

We have a clear commitment in our Corporate Plan to helping our market towns to thrive in
order that they in turn provide the required support to surrounding villages and hinterlands.
We recognise that Brecklands market towns need to be vibrant and busy, offering an
interesting and enjoyable experience for visitors. Out of town and online shopping have
drawn many people away from our town centres.

4.0

EXPECTED BENEFITS







Delivery of elements of the Market Town Initiatives
Increase in footfall and retail spend
Reduction in vacant units
Increase in skills and employment opportunities
Improved community and/or cultural facilities
Improved infrastructure, including public spaces

The above will our market towns assist businesses to survive financially by attracting visitors and
local residents and converting footfall into actual customer spend. Working in partnership with
retailers and other organisations in order that they can deliver their services more effectively and
achieve more robust decision making for businesses operating in the town centres. We need to
consider the evening and leisure economy that the towns can provide and the town’s willingness to
pull together and adopt a purposeful way forward to make them more sustainable and prosperous.
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5.0

IMPLICATIONS

5.1

Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues

5.1.1

It is the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.

5.2

Constitution & Legal

5.1.2

It is the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.

5.3

Contracts

5.3.1

It is the view of the author that the adoption of the recommendations of this report will have
no impact upon existing contracts.

5.4

Corporate Priorities

5.4.1

This proposal clearly supports our corporate plan objective of developing the local economy
to be vibrant with continued growth and open for business agenda.

5.5

Crime and Disorder

5.5.1

Reducing empty properties can have a positive contribution to improving anti-social
behaviour.

5.6

Equality and Diversity / Human Rights

5.6.1

It is the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.

5.7

Financial

5.7.1

Dependent on allocation to the programme and member decision.

5.8

Health & Wellbeing

5.8.1

It is the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.

5.9

Risk Management

5.9.1

The risk that a Breckland market towns initiative is not accepted by local stakeholders will
be mitigated through active engagement with key groups and individuals as part of the
consultancy exercise.

5.10

Staffing

5.10.1 The scheme will be administered by the Inward Investment Service. Additional proposals
may include a resource to manage this programme.
5.11

Stakeholders / Consultation / Timescales

5.11.1 A critical part of any programme will be involving key stakeholders to deliver, consult and
engage with.
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6.0

WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED

6.1

Potentially all wards

7.0

ACRONYMS

7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5
7.6
7.7

ATCM – Association of Town Centre Management

MTAF - Market Towns Advisory Forum
BID –

Business Improvement District

NPPF - National Planning Policy Framework
GPDO - General Permitted Development Order
R4G – Resource 4 Growth
CIC – Community Interest Company

Background papers:Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post:
Telephone Number:
Email:

Cassie Ruffell, Business Growth Officer
01362 656 234
Cassie.ruffell@breckland.gov.uk

Key Decision:

Yes

Exempt Decision:
This report refers to a Discretionary Service
Appendices attached to this report:
Appendix A
Town Centre Action Plans - Contribution required from
Resource4Growth money allocation
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Appendix A Town Centre Action Plans
Contribution required from Resource4Growth money allocation
Project Title

Timeframe

Improve signage in and
around the town centre

2016

To improve the information
and accessibility in town and
focusing on dementia friendly

Purchase Town Flag

2016

Refurbish Market Place
map
Revitalise town centre
flower planters

2016

To provide a sense of pride in Feedback from members of the
the town with the town crest
public and retailers
on the flag
replace outdated town map in Feedback from members of the
the market place
public and retailers
Work with local artist and
Feedback from members of the
Dereham Sixth Form to
public and retailers
produce panels to fix to
existing planter

What is the project you intend to When will the
deliver?
project be
delivered?

2016

Objectives

What do you want the project to
achieve? There may be several bullet
points.
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Total Spend
Project Title

Timeframe

Heritage Open Day

Sep-17

Showcase Thetfords Heritage
as part of a national event
within a brochure. to increase
footfall

Christmas lights switch on
and winter theatre &
wonderland

30 Nov - 3
Dec 2017

community & celebratory
events. Increase footfall and
retail revenue, increase
tourism

What is the project you intend to When will the
deliver?
project be
delivered?

Objectives

What do you want the project to
achieve? There may be several bullet
points.

Project Success

Budget

Funds

Feedback from members of the
public and retailers

2,300.00

2,300.00

Dereham

250.00

250.00

Dereham

250.00

250.00

Dereham

3,500.00

3,500.00

Dereham

Budget

6,300.00
Funds

Dereham
Town

How will you determine if your project is How much will the full Fund contribution
successful? What KPIs will you use?
project cost? (provide required from R4G
breakdown if needed)
money £
£

Project Success

How will you determine if your project is How much will the full Fund contribution
successful? What KPIs will you use?
project cost? (provide required from R4G
breakdown if needed)
money £
£

Continuation and success of
650.00
projects. Feedback from
participants and visitors,
feedback from forum reference
retail. Feedback form museums
and booking office
Continuation and success of
In the future
projects. Feedback from
plans to extend
participants and visitors,
lights coverage to
feedback from forum reference
the Riverside
retail. Feedback form museums
Development
and booking office

Town

Which town is the
project for

Which town is the
project for

650.00

Thetford

1,000.00

Thetford

Appendix A Town Centre Action Plans
Contribution required from Resource4Growth money allocation
Heritage Hanging Basket
Post

To enhance ambience of the
2,000.00
1,000.00
town centre to revitalise it and
increase attractiveness.
Tehrefore increase footfall and
improve social perception of the
town.
Immediate To standardise current boards
To enhance ambience of the
£2,500 per board - 2500 Welcome
Action and to purchase new boards
town centre to revitalise it and 10 boards in total to Thetford
ongoing
increase attractiveness.
being reviewed
board at bus
Tehrefore increase footfall and
for sites in and
station
improve social perception of the around Thetford
town.

Thetford

Greening of the Market
Place and Kings Square

Immediate
Action ongoing

To plant trees and shrubs in Improves air quality and sense of 4000 - total of 3
the market place and around well-being. To enhance ambience
projects
the memorial. Plant up
of the town centre to revitalise it
performance area in Kings
and increase attractiveness.
Street and the Clock Tower
Tehrefore increase footfall and
improve social perception of the
town.

2,000.00

Thetford

Thetford Expo and
Recruitment days

2017
starting
February

Run a week long expo in
Highlight services available to
Ongoing costs carnegie/guildhall inviting local businesses and offer facilities to £750 for inaugural
businesses to recruit and sell
businesses to promote
event - £250 jobs
fair venue hire
themselves over themed days. promotions. Encourage local
workforce to be recruited into
cost
Provide venue hire for local
appropriate jobs in our local
businesses to run recruitment
businesses.
days

1,000.00

Thetford

5,650.00

Thetford

Heritage Information
Boards

Immediate
Action
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Total Spend

To replace a broken hanging
basket post in King Street

Thetford

Appendix A Town Centre Action Plans
Contribution required from Resource4Growth money allocation
Project Title

Timeframe

Town Centre Flags

2016

Provide a general feel that the
comparison spot checks on
£4,000 - flags
town has something going on, numbers through market days costing £40 each,
offering encouragement that and non market days, both with
calculated 85
visitors passing through the
and without. Feedback from
needed plus settown will stop. Creating a
residents, retailers and visitors
up costs
visual show of unity within the
town which radiates a warm
welcome

Market Monthly
entertainment

2016

a monthly entertainment
programme to be established
for the year to increase
footfall and the offer on
market days

comparison spot checks on
numbers through market days
and non market days, both with
and without. Feedback from
residents, retailers and visitors

Co-ordinated marketing
strategy

2016/17

website, social media,
targeted advertising,
swaffham app

digital targets and monitoring

What is the project you intend to When will the
deliver?
project be
delivered?
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Total Spend
Project Title

Timeframe

What is the project you intend to When will the
deliver?
project be
delivered?

Thursday Market
relocation 6 month trial

Objectives

What do you want the project to
achieve? There may be several bullet
points.

Objectives

What do you want the project to
achieve? There may be several bullet
points.

Immediate To trial a new market location
to increase footfall and
Action
awareness

Project Success

Budget

Funds

How will you determine if your project is How much will the full Fund contribution
successful? What KPIs will you use?
project cost? (provide required from R4G
breakdown if needed)
money £
£

Town

Which town is the
project for

1,000.00

Swaffham

1,800.00

500.00

Swaffham

5,000.00

1,000.00

Swaffham

Project Success

Budget

2,500.00
Funds

Swaffham
Town

measure through footfall and
success of trial period

250.00

250.00

How will you determine if your project is How much will the full Fund contribution
successful? What KPIs will you use?
project cost? (provide required from R4G
breakdown if needed)
money £
£

Which town is the
project for

Attleborough

Appendix A Town Centre Action Plans
Contribution required from Resource4Growth money allocation
Boosting Traders Market
trial sibsidy

Immediate
Action

Artisan & Crafters
indoor/outdoor market

Immediate to suppoort and integrate the new market stalls (covered) for
750.00
Action
3rd crafts designer and maker
outdoor craft traders will
stalls with the traditional
enhance the diverse appeal of
market with the relocation
market day
trial
Immediate to conduct half day monitoring Market footfall benchmarks,
£175 per survey 2
Action
of visitors and spend at the
survey and report.
required
start and the end of the trail
period
2016/17
Printing costs for publicity
Signs/posters improve market
400.00
campaign including: laminated awareness. Promotional cards to
reach 3,000 homes and
signs/posters; promo cards
individuals
Immediate to encourage trader and public Improving appearance of the
800.00
Action
small cost suggestions (e.g.
market location will help to
PVC bunting, floral displays, attract and retain visitor numbers
street entertainment etc)

Footfall and Trading trail
performance
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Publicity Campaign for
market

Market attraction and
décor

Total Spend

to support new stallholders target minimum of 5 new traders.
aged 18-40 to engage with
£50 subsidy after stalls running
expereinced regulars. £10 per
min. 10 out of 26 week (trial
stall per day Promo card to be
period). Administration for
distributed
promotion and subsidy.

450.00

450.00

Attleborough

750.00

Attleborough

350.00

Attleborough

400.00

Attleborough

800.00

Attleborough

3,000.00

Attleborough

Appendix A Town Centre Action Plans
Contribution required from Resource4Growth money allocation
Project Title

Timeframe

Litter bin replacement

ASAP

What is the project you intend to When will the
deliver?
project be
delivered?

Replacement/refurbishme Spring 2017
nt and possible further
provision of flower tubs
and hanging baskets
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Publishing of
adverts/articles to
promote businesses - to
include production of A5
flyer
Provision of pop up
stall/display stands to be
used to promote town
council and actvities in
Watton
Total Spend

2016

ASAP

Objectives

What do you want the project to
achieve? There may be several bullet
points.

Better visual perception of
town

Project Success

Budget

Funds

How will you determine if your project is How much will the full Fund contribution
successful? What KPIs will you use?
project cost? (provide required from R4G
breakdown if needed)
money £
£

Town

Which town is the
project for

Resident and retailer feedback, refurb of bins £75
Town Council to have a regular
per day plus
presence in the town on market materials using
days
community
rehabilitation
team
Resident and retailer feedback,
Awaiting
Town Council to have a regular
quotation
presence in the town on market
days

150.00

Watton

tbc

Watton

Increase in shopping locally,
Resident and retailer feedback, 10,000 A5 leaflets
promotion of group within the Town Council to have a regular approx cost £200
town, wareness of Watton,
presence in the town on market and delivery by
better engagement with
days. Visitor numbers to TIC and volunteers & TC
Council
TC
Promotion of groups &
Resident and retailer feedback,
1,000.00
Town Council to have a regular
businesses, better
presence in the town on market
engagement
days. Visitor numbers to TIC and
TC

200.00

Watton

1,000.00

Watton

1,200.00

Watton

Better visual perception of
town

Agenda Item 11 BRECKLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL
Report of:

Phil Cowen, Executive Portfolio Member for Growth
and Commercialisation

To:

Cabinet

(Author:

Ralph Burton, Strategic Property Manager)

Subject:

Breckland Bridge Strategic Site Review - Planning Activity

Purpose:

To review a recommendation from the Breckland Bridge Ltd annual Strategic
Site Review and subject to community consultation release funding to allow
Breckland Bridge to submit planning applications on two sites to improve land
values and contribute to the creation of a pipeline of sites for future
development activity.

03 January 2017

Recommendation(s):
Cabinet recommends to Council to agree the Breckland Bridge Strategic Site Review
recommendation to initiate submission of planning applications at two sites as described in
the report and to do that:
 Release £120,000 of funding which is subject to Breckland Bridge undertaking preplanning community consultation which results in a positive outcome.
 Provide delegation to the Leader of the Council to the release of the funding on
satisfaction of the outcome of the community consultation.

Note: This report has been referred back to Cabinet from Council on 08 December 2016
1.

BACKGROUND

1.1

Breckland Bridge Ltd has recently undertaken is annual Strategic Site Review of
assets owned by the Council to help inform future long term strategic asset
management activity. One of the recommendations from that review focuses on
preparing sites for future development and to do that a change of use is required. This
would uplift the value of the sites and prepare them for development should the
Council wish to do so, whether that is through a future phase of the Breckland Bridge
partnership or not. The recommendation in the review therefore suggests advancing
planning applications on two sites (in Litcham and Garboldisham) which were assets
that were originally included in the procurement for the Breckland Bridge partnership.

1.2

The activity is additional activity to the core business plan of Breckland Bridge but is
recommended to be undertaken so that there is a pipeline of continuous development
activity. The two sites are not part of the current Breckland Bridge business plan and
because the Council as land owner would benefit from any uplift in value of the land, it
is recommended that should the Council wish to undertake this activity that it provides
the funds and asks Breckland Bridge to undertake this work on its behalf. The funding
will only be used on third party fees in preparation of the planning applications and not
on fees for Breckland Bridge.

1.3

Both sites are currently outside the settlement boundaries for the locations concerned
and given the Council’s wider community role it is suggested that before the Council
releases any funding that this activity is undertaken in collaboration with the parish and
communities affected, this should extend beyond the relevant parish council’s.
Therefore a key part of this recommendation is to request Breckland Bridge to
undertake the pre-planning consultation in the community first to obtain the necessary
support to the relevant planning application before any pre-planning survey work is
undertaken.

2.0

Options
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2.1

Option 1: Cabinet recommends to Council to agree the Breckland Bridge Strategic
Site Review recommendation to initiate submission of planning applications at two
sites as described in the report and to do that:
 Release £120,000 of funding which is subject to Breckland Bridge undertaking
pre-planning community consultation which results in a positive outcome.
 Provide delegation to the Leader of the Council to the release of the funding on
satisfaction of the outcome of the community consultation.

2.2

Option 2: Do not agree the Breckland Bridge Strategic Site Review recommendation
to initiate planning applications at two sites as described in the report and therefore
this activity will not occur.

3.0

Reasons for recommendations

3.1

The reasons for this recommendation are as follows:
 This activity will prepare sites for a future potential phase of the Breckland
Bridge partnership (but does not commit the Council to this) so there is a
pipeline of sites with which to continue development activity and therefore meet
the aim of the Breckland Bridge partnership in getting better value and use and
regeneration of Council owned land / sites.
 If the sites are successful in achieving the planning permission proposed then
there could be uplift in value created from their existing use value of c.£114,000
to c.£1.1m.
 The Council has procured professional expertise within the Breckland Bridge
partnership and therefore should obtain the value for money from that
procurement in working with the partnership to professionally undertake the
planning activity as described.

4.0

EXPECTED BENEFITS

4.1

Better use of the Council’s assets to support growth and financial return.

5.0

IMPLICATIONS

5.1

Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues

5.1.1 It is the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.
5.2

Constitution & Legal

5.2.1 This additional activity will be added to the Breckland Bridge Ltd business plan when it
is reviewed and subsequently approved by Council in March 2017.
5.3

Contracts

5.3.1 Via the shareholders agreement Breckland Bridge Ltd is under an obligation to
complete this Review. Any activity undertaken as part of the recommendations from
that Review are monitored by the client via the Quarterly reports and company Board
meetings, as well as the Council’s own internal client monitoring Board.
5.4
5.4.1
5.5

Corporate Priorities
- Supporting Breckland to develop and thrive.
- Developing the local economy to be vibrant with continued growth.
Crime and Disorder

5.5.1 It is the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.
5.6

Equality and Diversity / Human Rights
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5.6.1 It is the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.
5.7

Financial

5.7.1 See Proforma b attached.
5.8

Health & Wellbeing

5.8.1 It is the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.
5.9 Risk Management
.
5.9.1 The main risk of agreeing to the recommendation is that the expenditure is at risk
because it is not known at this stage if a successful planning application will be
achieved. This is mitigated to some extent by asking Breckland Bridge to undertake
the community consultation first.
5.10 Safeguarding
5.10.1 It is the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.
5.11 Staffing
5.11.1 It is the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.
5.12 Stakeholders / Consultation / Timescales
5.12.1 In delivering the recommendation consultation will be undertaken in the relevant
communities.
6.0

WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED

6.1

Garboldisham & Litcham

Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post: Ralph Burton, Strategic Property Manager
Telephone Number: (01362) 656327
Email: Ralph.burton@breckland.gov.uk
Key Decision: Yes / No
Exempt Decision: Yes / No
This report refers to a Mandatory Service / Discretionary Service
Appendices attached to this report:
Appendix 1 - Proforma b
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PROFORMA B

BRECKLAND COUNCIL FINANCIAL COMMENTS & APPRAISAL
THIS DOCUMENT PROVIDES THE FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
IN RESPECT OF THE ATTACHED REPORT
FROM:
REPORT:
REPORT DATE:

Margaret Bailey (Senior Accountant)
Breckland Bridge Strategic Site Review – Planning Activity
16/11/2016

Revenue
Income
N/A
Costs
Planning Application
Total Revenue
Capital
Income
Not certain therefore not included
Costs
N/A
Total Capital
Considered By:
Date:

£ Year 1
2016-17

£ Year 2
2017-18

£ Year 3
2018-19

£ Year 4
2019-20

(-)

(-)

(-)

(-)

120,000

0

0

0

120,000

0

0

0

(-)

(-)

(-)

(-)

-

-

-

-

Cabinet
22/11/2016

Financial Services Comments
This report requests release of £120,000 to progress two planning applications in the district.
The money will be passed to Breckland Bridge to progress the applications. The costs relate to third
party fees and this is not income to the Council’s partner. The Strategic Property Manager advises that
the fee level is in accordance with what would be expected for an application for 27 houses. Breckland
Bridge is not charging additional fees for this work as potentially, IF planning permission is achieved and
the Council decides to develop the site through Breckland Bridge, the partners would earn a share of the
development profit at some future point. In addition the Manager of Breckland Bridge is obliged to
demonstrate value for money with its suppliers as set out in the Development Services Management
Agreement (DSMA) (para 4.2.1 and 3.4)
This arrangement could lead to planning permission for approx 54 houses and either generate a capital
receipt to the Council from sale of the land in excess of £1m or, the Council may decide to sell the land to
Breckland Bridge to develop the sites and achieve a capital receipt from the land and a development
surplus upon sale of the completed houses (all subject to extension of the partnership, appraisal and full
risk analysis).
If approved this money could be funded from the growth fund which is available to provide funds for
economic growth within the region and provide a revenue return of 4%. £469,434 is available at the time
of writing this proforma B. This would achieve a 3-4% return from additional council tax and new homes
bonus depending on the number of houses and the exact banding but this does assume that planning
permission is achieved and that the land is sold and developed. If sold and developed, this would also
generate an additional capital receipt and/or development surplus if developed through Breckland Bridge
in addition to the 3-4% return detailed above but is subject to approval, full appraisal and risk analysis.
Risk
Money may be expended without achieving a planning permission or a capital receipt and growth fund
money may therefore not achieve its anticipated return. In addition, depending on whether the land is

This appraisal is valid for 1 month from issue date
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PROFORMA B
sold or developed through Breckland Bridge there may be a delay in achieving the return as this is not
currently an approved project within the Breckland Bridge Business plan.
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Agenda Item 14

By virtue of paragraph(s) 3 of Part 1 of Schedule 12A
of the Local Government Act 1972.
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